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ABSTRACT

A CASE STUDY IN THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF A COMMUNITY-BASED
INTERNET ASSESSMENT INITIATIVE IN RIGOLET, NUNATSIAVUT, CANADA

Nicolas Durish
University of Guelph, 2020

Advisor:
Dr. Daniel Gillis

Inequitable access to telecommunication networks is having discernible impacts on Canadians,

particularly in more Northern and remote communities. More complete, available, and

interoperable datasets are needed to better understand and work to remedy this inequity.

Community-based internet assessment initiatives have been recognized as valuable programs in

this pursuit; however, more research is needed on how to utilize available internet measurement

tools and methodologies at the community level. The Rigolet Internet Assessment Initiative

(RIAI) is a project located in and supported by the Inuit community of Rigolet, Nunatsiavut, to

measure and better understanding the community’s telecommunications environment. The RIAI

pilot collection period began in 2019 and involves collecting measurements every twenty minutes

from ten participating households. This thesis presents the co-creation of the initiative, design of

the system, development of the software suite, deployment of the integrated hardware tools, and

analysis of a sample of the resulting dataset.
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1 Introduction and literature review

The Rigolet Internet Assessment Initiative (RIAI) is a pilot project co-created with community

members from Rigolet, Nunatsiavut. The project was designed to support an increased

understanding of the telecommunications networks within the community and to contribute

to a need for more community-based internet assessment initiatives nationally. The project

utilized customized software running on hardware devices distributed among volunteer community

members to consistently measure, log, and send internet quality measurements. This thesis

examines the design and development of the RIAI pilot and associated software tools as well as

the analysis of the RIAI dataset from July to November of 2019.

Before commencing the design or development of the assessment initiative in Rigolet, this

research first explored existing projects, research and literary works in the field. The following

chapter presents a literature review of rural, community-based internet measurement initiatives in

Canada. It begins with a broader lens, first establishing the history and structure of data packet

transmissions within the internet. It then delves into some of the benefits that the introduction

of telecommunications has had on Canadian communities, and more specifically, on Inuit in

Canada. Further, this chapter examines internet access disparities by introducing the concept of

the Digital Divide in Canada and outlines prominent research on its potential causes as well as

known strategies on reducing its impact. This chapter delineates known gaps and discrepancies

that have been identified in measures of the Digital Divide, and outline approaches that may help

to provide further insight. Finally, this chapter concludes by outlining the identified requirements

for internet assessment and measurement initiatives in Canada, specifically those outlined by

the Standing Committee on Industry, Science and Technology in 2018. It presents both the

motivation and foundation behind the Rigolet Internet Assessment Initiative pilot.

1.1 Data transmission and the internet

Data transmission has quickly become a nearly ubiquitous part of the modern world and the

foundation for many of our advancements within the Information Age (Fuchs, 2007; Castells,

1997). The development of data transmission and communication systems, the transmission

of information from one party to another through an electromagnetic system, began in 1837

with the invention of the telegraph by Guglielmo Marconi (Bargh and McKenna, 2004). Early

telegraphs marked the first true form of data communications in the form of radiotelegraphy,

1



allowing information to be wirelessly broadcasted with the aid of radio towers (Wu, 2003).

The introduction of the first transistor in 1947, however, marked the transition from the

mechanical technologies brought through industrialization to a focus on digital technologies

(McNeil, 1992). This breakthrough led to research on small, niche communication networks based

on the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol suite initially used solely by the military,

academics, and researchers. As technology and infrastructures advanced, network connections

continued expanding until they formed the globally interconnected network we now call the

internet (a portmanteau of “interconnected networks”) (Naughton, 2016; Davison and Chen,

1995). Since it was publicly released, the size of the internet has consistently expanded. In

1990, there were approximately 100,000 computers hosting content on the internet; by 2012, this

number grew to over 1 billion (Internet Systems Consortium, 2012).

Standard household internet connections start with a wireless or wired Local Area Network

(LAN), a centralized system of devices managed by a router/modem. Data packets are sent from

devices within LANs to local, regional, and national Internet Service Providers (ISP) then through

the internet backbone, as shown in Figure 1.1 (Comer, 2003). The internet is a hierarchical

conglomeration of semi-redundant network infrastructures composed of copper, fibre-optic or

wireless links managed by Internet Service Providers (ISP) (Naughton, 2016). Each constituent

network within the internet is free to set its policies, as there is no single centralized governance

(Comer and Droms, 2003). Computers leverage the internet to serve content to other devices

on platforms such as the World Wide Web. As of the late 1990s, broadband connections which

refer to any connection that is faster than dial-up access over traditional analog and always on,

started to become the international standard (Want et al., 2015).

A study by the network traffic optimization firm Ellacoya in 2007 found that 46% of internet

traffic was HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) traffic and 37% was Peer-to-Peer traffic. The

study indicated that the vast majority of internet traffic is used for content distribution as

opposed to network management (Burke, 2007). The internet is composed of predominantly

centralized configuration and has a tree-like structure that has a more powerful backbone and

weaker outer networks (Labovitz et al., 1999). The networks that exist at the fringes of the

internet are often called “last mile” networks (Nandi et al., 2016). Unfortunately, while this

configuration for the internet has been cost-effective and serviceable in urban regions, it is also

prone to bandwidth bottlenecks, inequitable distribution, and single points of failure, particularly

for connections within last mile networks (Labovitz et al., 1999). This begs the questions: Is

our current configuration of the internet and its infrastructures suitable for last mile networks?

How equitable are the speeds, stability and access of the internet to individuals within a last mile

network?

2



Figure 1.1: A diagram of the route that data packets take from sender to receiver
through our current internet network configuration, constructed for this article (Comer
and Droms, 2003)

1.2 Benefits of data communication systems to

communities within Canada

The accessibility of data communications systems to communities is far more than just a

convenience; it is an essential catalyst in creating opportunities, offering services, and accelerating

standards of living (Naughton, 2016). Many Canadian communities that have access to

broadband networks have reported a multitude of beneficial results, including increases in access

to educational tools, wellness and health care availability, commerce and entrepreneurship, and

the vitality of local culture and language. These benefits are particularly important for remote

communities in Canada that exist outside of access or within last mile networks (see Section 1.4)

(O’donnell et al., 2010; Rajabiun, 2017).
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In 2014, the Keewaytinook Okimakanak, a non-political Chiefs council in Ontario, Canada,

passed a resolution authorizing a survey of the on-reserve adult population in their region, to better

understand their experiences and views on online education tools, such as Distance Education

and Massive Open Online Courses. This survey was completed with a response rate of 209 people

or approximately 14% of the population. Of those surveyed: 83% indicated that they used online

education tools to learn something new every day; 61% used data communications daily to share

knowledge with others, and 51% used the internet daily to teach something to someone else within

the community. Most significantly, however, 61% of those surveyed believed that the community’s

online educational resources should be expanded, and 68% believed that full access would provide

a net benefit to the community (Beaton and Carpenter, 2016). Studies exploring the impacts

of Distance Education and Massive Open Online Courses on rural Indigenous communities, such

as Elsipogtog First Nation in New Brunswick and Algonquin First Nation in Quebec, have found

that these programs supported existing cultural trends, and provided cost-effective educational

resources relative to standard methods (Simon et al., 2014; Perley et al., 2016).

Access to internet connectivity is also hugely beneficial to the health care industry (Masi et al.,

2003). Health care practitioners have stated that access to telehealth and data communications

may represent the largest opportunity to improve health care delivery in decades (Dorsey and

Topol, 2016). In 2001, the Keewaytinook Okimakanak eHealth Telemedicine initiative, for

example, became available to community members through a locally owned and operated

Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) Service Provider (Beaton et al., 2016).

A survey given to 663 account holders revealed that 0% of individuals were unsatisfied with

the initiative, over 65% described Keewaytinook Okimakanak eHealth Telemedicine as ‘good’ or

‘excellent’ with the rest categorizing the service as ‘fair’ or ‘poor’ (Orpah et al., 2012).

Access to data communication systems also allows for new forms of electronic and mobile

commerce within communities with research reporting a correlation between access to e-

commerce and the growth of personal finance and economic development (Lee et al., 2003;

McCallum and Papandrea, 2009). Moreover, an online survey done by the Canadian Internet

Registration Authority (CIRA) in 2019 indicated that 87% of Canadians had made a purchase

online in the previous year, which indicates that internet access is an important resource for

consumers (Canadian Internet Registration Authority, 2018a). Many Indigenous communities in

Ontario reported a resurgence in the use of Indigenous languages when younger members began

communicating with individuals outside of the community using ICT (Perley et al., 2016). These

reports are consistent with the increased proficiency in Inuktitut that occurred in 1990, upon

the genesis of the Inuit Broadcasting Corporation (Conn, 2018). In 2016, The Timiskaming

and Long Point First Nations groups in Quebec used digital literacy initiatives within their
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communities, noting successful results in the use of reading and writing programs to promote

Indigenous languages (Mcmahon et al., 2016).

It seems that, at least within Canada, most communities have a positive outlook on the

impacts of broadband accessibility. In 2007, the results of a study on 327 municipalities in New

Brunswick, which had recently received broadband access indicated that there was an overall

benefit to community services (Selouani and Hamam, 2007). A total of 231 women living within

remote Indigenous communities in Northern Ontario completed an online survey sharing their

thoughts on the impact of ICTs on wellness, culture, and female lifestyles within their community

in 2004. The findings suggested that the women of these remote communities were active and

enthusiastic users of ICT, utilizing it frequently for communications both within and outside of

their communities (Smillie-Adjarkwa, 2005). A study in Toronto revealed that friends and families

had more intense and frequent interactions with the aid of online social networks (Hampton,

2007). Finally, the CIRA Internet Factbook reported that in 2019, 92% of Canadians felt that

having access to high-speed internet at home is important to their livelihoods (Canadian Internet

Registration Authority, 2018a).

Ultimately, data communication systems are tools that support the development of community

services and initiatives that matter and strengthen community self-determination (Beaton and

Carpenter, 2016). While the long-term implications of access to data communication on

communities and individuals are still not fully understood, the benefits of access in the short-term

have proven to be an indispensable resource (Nandi et al., 2016). These benefits are, in part,

why in 2016, the Canadian Government identified broadband access as a fundamental right for

all Canadians (Best, 2004). Specifically, the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications

Commission (CRTC) set a goal that by 2021 at least 90% of Canadian residences and businesses

would have access to unlimited data, with 50 megabits per second (Mbps) download speeds

and 10 Mbps upload speeds (Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission,

2019). Additionally, the Canadian Government has adopted a strategy to “make Canada a

competitive, data-driven, digital economy” with one of their ten principles of Canada’s Digital

Charter announced in May of 2019 being ‘universal access’. More specifically, it states that “all

Canadians will have equal opportunity to participate in the digital world and the necessary tools

to do so, including access, connectivity, literacy and skills” (Innovation Science and Economic

Development Canada, 2019). In short, equitable internet access is not simply a privilege as it

may once have been; it is a human right and should be prioritized as such.
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1.3 Inuit Nunangat in a digital age

Inuit are one of the few cultures originally Indigenous to the lands on which Canada now resides

(Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami, 2018a). Traditionally, Inuit were semi-nomadic people who moved

through the lands, ice, and seas of Alaska, Canada, Greenland, and Russia (Pauktuutit Inuit

Women of Canada, 2006). Inuit communities continue to cultivate strong relationships with their

traditions and the Land, and maintain a kinship between all living and non-living things. In the

twentieth century, through forced relocation and the introduction of the residential school system,

colonial systems forced Inuit to alter their lifestyles, which subsequently negatively impacted

their culture, languages, and livelihoods (Bonesteel, 2008). Despite these adversities, Inuit

communities have remained one of the most culturally rich and resilient in the world, in part

due to their dedication to community and a strong sense of self-determination and self-reliance

(Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami, 2018a; Pauktuutit Inuit Women of Canada, 2006).

The majority of the over 65,000 peoples who identify as Inuit in Canada today live in Inuit

Nunangat (Inuit Homelands), a sub-section of their original traditional lands (Figure 1.2), spread

across the settled land claims of the Inuvialuit Settlement Region, Nunavut, Nunavik (Quebec),

and Nunatsiavut (Labrador). Inuit Nunangat accounts for 35% of Canada’s landmass and 50%

of its coastline (Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami, 2019). It was only as of 2005 that the most recent

of the land claim agreements was signed and Inuit of Nunatsiavut re-acquired rights to their

land, self-governance, and the establishment of new political and economic entities (Inuit Tapiriit

Kanatami, 2018a).

Inuit communities today experience the negative impacts of anthropogenic climate change

on their ecosystems (Mackay, 2008). Disturbances in weather, wildlife, water, and vegetation

are felt most acutely by Inuit living in the Circumpolar North that rely on the consistencies

of their land (Ford et al., 2014; Louis and Hess, 2008). In response to these threats, there

has been a call for the development of Community-Based Monitoring (CBM) tools to collect

and share data which might help evaluate climate changes and adaption strategies (Sawatzky

et al., 2018). These systems, which are becoming increasingly popular in Canadian communities,

are well-aligned with the strong community and self-determinant qualities of Inuit communities

(Kipp et al., 2019). Early versions of CBM systems such as eNuk (Cook, 2018; Kipp et al.,

2017), Siku (Krupnik et al., 2010), and SmartICE (Bell et al., 2014) are being explored to extend

Inuit knowledge and communications. Prior to the introduction of digital technologies, Inuit and

other Indigenous communities alike were enthusiastic adopters of analog communications such

as television and radio (Ormond-Parker et al., 2013). By the 1980s, Indigenous programs such

as the Inuit Broadcasting Corporation were producing and airing culturally relevant content for
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Figure 1.2: A map depicting the four land regions within Inuit Nunangat: Nunatsiavut,
Nunavut, Nunavik, and the Inuvialuit (Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami, 2018b).

the North (Conn, 2018). Ten years later in 1994, there were over 60 newspapers and 50 radio

stations run by Indigenous groups, many of which became quite popular (Mcmahon et al., 2016).

Many Inuit communities have had minimal hesitation when presented with an opportunity

to adopt new technologies (Leigh et al., 2012). The Nunavut Implementation Commission,

a body of political figures federally appointed to establish the division between Northwest

Territories and the creation of Nunavut, “embraces the internet as a community-development

tool, and sees only positive implications for Inuit society” (Savard, 1998). Remote Northern Inuit

communities appear to be particularly good candidates for the services and initiatives supported

by data communications systems. Unfortunately, the remoteness of the regions more commonly

occupied by Inuit also means they are less likely to have the same access to transportation,

telecommunication and other services that urban communities possess (Blake et al., 2016). This

lack of equitable telecommunications has negative effects on the development of many locally

relevant ICT services and initiatives. For example, the CBM tools frequently utilized by Northern

Inuit communities to adapt to climate changes and other threats are often reliant on broadband

connections (Kouril et al., 2015). Jean-Francois Dumoulin of the Kativik Regional Government

in Nunavik described “telecommunications [as] the difference between being remote and being

isolated” (Rogers, 2016).
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1.4 The Digital Divide

Despite the significant benefits of data communication systems and the recognition of broadband

as a fundamental human right, the current reality is that many communities and regions still

have limited network access (Sciadas, 2002). The term “Digital Divide” has been used to help

conceptualize this vast disparity between the people, groups or regions with and without access

to ICTs or required skills. This colloquialism has been valuable in bringing attention to the

significance of this problem, though it also suffers from lacking measurability and consistency,

which often causes misrepresentation. This vast disparity could be more accurately described

as a series of Digital Divisions that reflect, disparities in, for example, digital literacy, digital

accessibility, bandwidth costs, access to hardware, broadband infrastructure, cellular access,

cultural effects from ICTs, et cetera (Lenhart and Horrigan, 2003). The term has become so

popular and used for such a variety of definitions that a 2001 publication noted it had been used

for “any and every disparity within the online community” (Norris et al., 2001). For this thesis,

the term ‘the Digital Divide’ denotes a disparity in data transmission speed and accessibility.

Given that this research focusses more specifically on an explorative internet assessment within a

community instead of a comparative view, the consideration of other disparities such as cost or

digital literacy has been omitted. Section 1.5 will focus on current measurement initiatives, tools

and measures of the Digital Divide in more detail, whereas this section will provide an overview

of the divide as well as its causes and existing approaches in its reduction.

The most popularly referenced statistics of the Digital Divide in Canada are figures released

by the Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC). In 2016, the

CRTC reported that 18% of Canadians were without access to basic broadband: download speeds

of 50 Mbps or upload speeds of 10 Mbps (Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications

Commission, 2016). In 2019, the CRTC reported that 37% of rural households were without

access to basic broadband (Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission,

2019). There are conflicting views, however, on the validity of these numbers and some reports,

studies, and monitoring initiatives have found differing statistics to describe the Digital Divide

in Canada (see Section 1.5). Unfortunately, many privately owned ISPs do not have publicly

available datasets on the speeds or distribution of their networks and those that do have incentives

to manipulate reports. In the United States, major ISPs such as Comcast, ATT, and Cox were

found guilty of colluding with the Federal Communications Commission to omit unflattering data

from their reports (Cramton and Schwartz, 2000). What is clear is the remote regions, such as

the Territories and Inuit Nunangat in Canada for example, are more likely to suffer from lacking,

limited, expensive, slow, or sporadic internet or cellular connections as they are more often outside

of access or within a last mile network (Howard et al., 2010).
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Figure 1.3: A visualization of coverage of Cable, DSL/Fibre, and Fixed Wireless
networks within Canada in 2014 (Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications
Commission, 2014).

In 2011, approximately 18.9% of Canadians lived outside of urban centers where broadband

networks are generally ubiquitous (Statistics Canada, 2018). Figures released by the CRTC in

2016 indicated that 87% of households in rural regions had access to broadband speeds of at least

5 Mbps download, compared to 100% of households in large, medium or small population centres

(Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission, 2017). The Newfoundland

and Labrador Vital Signs report released by the Harris Centre in 2017 confirmed that sparsely

populated provinces such as Newfoundland and Labrador have less access, with only 60% of

individuals having access to high-speed internet, compared to 94% in New Brunswick, 81% in

Nova Scotia, and only 55% in Prince Edward Island. Newfoundland and Labrador was also noted

to be serviced by only 2 or fewer Internet Service Providers (ISPs) while 71% of Canadians have

access to 3 or more ISPs (McDonald and Greenwood, 2016). Figure 1.3 depicts a visualization of

the coverage of Cable, DSL/Fibre, and Fixed Wireless networks in Canada for 2014 as published

by the CRTC (Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission, 2014). It is worth

noting that this figures shows very little coverage within Inuit Nunangat. Of the few Northern

communities within range of these signals, many still experience congested, sluggish and expensive

network access (Haight et al., 2014). Iqaluit mayor Madeleine Redfern was quoted saying “Imagine
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doing basic online tasks at work – but each one takes you three to five times longer because your

internet connection is so slow and limited” (Latour, 2018). These communities are being further

disadvantaged through inequitable access to the telecommunications services and initiatives that

are identified as fundamental human rights, which most other Canadian communities have at the

ready.

1.4.1 Potential causes of the Digital Divide

Particularly in recent years, several studies have begun attempting to explore potential causes

for the existence and distribution of the Digital Divide. Indicators have been identified as being

correlated to the differences in ICT availability among individuals across the country, including

social, economic, educational, and demographic factors. Unfortunately, until enough information

about the Digital Divide is gathered, we will not be able to understand its causes fully (Haight

et al., 2014). The most significant causes for a community experiencing a Digital Division in

Canada that have been identified so far can be classified into the following three categories: ISP

related causes; the current architecture of the internet; and the rapidly growing reliance on ICTs.

1.4.1.1 ISP related causes

As previously noted, constituent networks on the internet are free to set their policies, and

privately-owned ISPs manage most ICT infrastructures (Comer and Droms, 2003). This means

that internet access, costs, and infrastructure distribution are influenced by the needs of corporate

ISPs, whose primary objective is to produce a return to their investors. Research has shown that

the values, needs, and perspectives on broadband network development differs between consumers

and ISPs. Many Canadians preferred using ICTs as communication tools, whereas ISPs viewed

these networks as mechanisms for mainly broadcasting content (Bazelon et al., 2018). This

disparity could further contribute to inconsistent value put on the necessity of internet access,

between the individuals using it and the corporations distributing it. Due to the low and dispersed

populations of many Northern communities, the relative costs of introducing telecommunication

infrastructures is high, and many ISPs are reluctant to invest in improving connectivity (Pant and

Odame, 2017). A lack of competition between ISPs in remote regions can also cause the relative

cost of data to go up (Middleton et al., 2017). The conflation of these causes and their effect

on the decisions made by ISPs has a substantial effect on the Digital Divide.

1.4.1.2 The architecture of the internet

The combination of infrastructure and protocols that make up the internet today was not

inevitable; it was a product of the decisions that were believed to be the most appropriate, with
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the knowledge and resources that were available during its development (Fuchs, 2007). Prior to

the internet, our networks were entirely segregated, but connecting these networks has tended

to more centralized infrastructures. This more centralized configuration has some limitations

including requiring resource-heavy infrastructures that are difficult to extend to remote regions,

and costly to erect and maintain. A significant disadvantage of centralized architectures is the

frequency of bottlenecks and single points of failure, coupled with its use of inefficient data

packet routing. Even in close proximity, two devices that wish to exchange a data packet are

required to use the entire path of the internet. If there exists a bottleneck during any step in

this path, the speed of data packet transmission suffers (Labovitz et al., 1999). Due to the

restriction of horizontal scaling of centralized systems, these bottlenecks and single points of

failure also occur more frequently in the furthest reaches of the network. While there are indeed

situations or regions in which this configuration is optimal, studies have indicated that different

combinations of network architectures are more desirable depending on the situation, meaning

the fixed configuration of the internet may be unsatisfactory for communities of differing shapes

and sizes (Nandi et al., 2016). Unfortunately, the massive amount of cumulative capital put into

the development of the internet so far has made it too difficult and expensive to reconfigure the

architecture of our global networks all at once. For this reason, the internet, at a fundamental

and architectural level, has not received many significant innovations since its inception (Comer,

2003).

1.4.1.3 The rapidly growing size of and reliance on ICTs

As the internet has expanded and networking technologies have become more powerful, access

to broadband has grown consistently cheaper and more individuals have begun adopting ICTs

(Boik, 2017). Unfortunately with more people using the internet and its availability to the average

individual growing cheaper there are also more public services and resources that are transitioning

to cloud-based storage options. This quick transition to a broadband based social system has

accelerated the effects of the Digital Divide on individuals without access (Rajabiun, 2017). For

many communities, particularly the Northern ones who are last to receive broadband access, this

worsens the already devastating effects of the Digital Divide. The average download speeds of

Canadians, as reported by Akamai in early 2014 was 83.75 Mbps compared to 118.84 Mbps in

early 2017 (Akamai, 2014; Akamai, 2017). However, data from the HTTP Archive shows that

the average size of websites has increased from approximately 1900 KB in 2014 to around 3150

KB in 2017 (HTTP Archive, 2019). In other words, while the average speeds for Canadians has

increased by 1.4 times, the size of websites has increased by 1.65 times. This increase effectively

indicates that, on average it should have taken Canadians longer to load websites in 2017 than

it did in 2014. In this context, a mean for these values was the measure available, though it
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may not be the best statistic to reflect the comparative access of Canadians as extreme outliers

can easily skew this figure. This measure does indicate, however, that at least some subset of

Canadians have not had their speeds increased enough to compensate for the increasing size of

websites.

1.4.2 Existing approaches to bridging Digital Divisions

Projects and initiatives focused on reducing the number of individuals and communities affected

by the Digital Divide have been increasingly common over the past number of years. Many

of the existing approaches address one or many of the known causes of the divide. Bridging

the Digital Divide has been recognized as a problem without a single solution, and successfully

providing equitable access to data communication systems for all Canadians will require leveraging

a wide variety of approaches (Srinuan and Bohlin, 2011). A common factor of strategies within

the three categories listed below is that they are constrained by the accuracy and depth of

our understanding of Digital Divisions. They are heavily reliant on the collection, analysis and

dissemination of consistent, accurate, diverse, and relevant measurements which may better

describe data communication systems (see Section 1.4).

1.4.2.1 Public awareness and regulation

Public awareness of the Digital Divide could lead to political reform and resource redistribution

towards a more equitable distribution of access to data communication systems among Canadians

(Srinuan and Bohlin, 2011). The First Mile project, for example, helps collect, analyze

and disseminate information about the development of broadband networks in First Nations

communities within Canada. They provide reports on avenues and strategies communities can

use to help promote broadband development initiatives and build awareness (O’donnell et al.,

2010). In the past, policy changes and public engagement helped to push the CRTC to regulate

the television and telephone monopolies of Canada. This led to the creation of expansive

telecommunications networks that at the time, were relatively affordable. While the First Mile

project does not include other Indigenous groups, such as Métis or Inuit, a similar strategy could

potentially lead to further regulation of the broadband market and ISPs (Rajabiun and McKelvey,

2019a).

Another approach that communities can take using policy reform is to build their own

community-based, not-for-profit ISP, sometimes referred to as Municipal Broadband. While these

networks can be complex and costly to set up, they have been shown to provide financial savings

to the community members in some participating communities (Zhang and Wolff, 2004). The
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community of Olds, Alberta, for example, released their community owned and operated Fibre-

to-the-Premises network called O-Net, which now boasts fees that are nearly half that of the

ISP in Calgary, roughly 90 kilometers away. O-Net offers faster transfer speeds to residents at

over half the cost of what was previously available in the community from Bell and Rogers, two

of Canadas largest ISP (Evaniew et al., 2017). Similar trends in Stratford, Coquitlam, Eastern

Ontario and among the Keewaytinook Okimakanak have proven to offer faster speeds to residents

at a lower cost and even provide service to community members who previously had none (Zhang

and Wolff, 2004; Beaton and Carpenter, 2016). Approaches such as public awareness initiatives,

policy reform, community-engagement, regulation and the adoption of Municipal Broadband all

can ultimately help to reduce the negative impacts that ISPs can have on broadband distribution

in Canada and offset the growing size and reliance on ICTs. The accuracy and availability of data

related to internet access are crucial towards supporting evidence-based policies and practices.

1.4.2.2 Research and development of data transmission

Collective work towards the research and development of more powerful network hardware

and software innovations or configurations on all levels of the internet architecture will help

to increase access to data communication systems for Canadian communities. This includes

strategies that extend access to broadband as well as localized networks. A notable example of

a historically significant network innovation was the widespread availability of fiber optic cables,

which allowed for fast data speeds, large bandwidths, and required few repeaters. Fiber-optic

cables are now the medium of choice for internet backbone providers who often utilize fiber-

optic trunk lines, consisting of multiple intertwined cables to increase capacity (Warf, 2017).

Also as satellites become more cost-effective, private companies, such as SpaceX, are deploying

broadband equipped satellites with more frequency (Foust, 2018). Another example is the

introduction of new generations of wireless networking technologies. The 1st Generation (1G) only

supported voice transmission, 2G allowed texting, 3G surfing the web, and 4G accessible content

creation and consumption (Ezhilarasan and Dinakaran, 2017). These wireless data transmission

technologies require costly infrastructures but have been able to provide coverage to increasingly

large regions. Both fiber optics and wireless technologies have helped to replace much of the

costly and inefficient copper network infrastructure within the internet backbone (Warf, 2017). As

advancements in the production of fiber and wireless communications continue, the appropriate

application of each infrastructure type continues to change. Continued research and development

in these fields and other data transmission mediums are promising approaches to reducing the

effects of the Digital Divide.
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More recent wireless communications research has been exploring the possibility of utilizing

5G networks to expand broadband access and speeds, which leverages the deployment of smaller

distributed systems called small cell technology. The potential implications of 5G networks have

become an increasingly contested topic of discussion among decision-makers and researchers alike.

While 5G networks are certain to bring some benefits, researchers have indicated that because

5G requires more frequently available infrastructures, even if they are cheaper, they could be

insufficient in aiding last mile networks (Foukas et al., 2017). 5G networks have also been

noted to leverage a frequency that may interfere with crucial climate and weather measurements.

Internationally, meteorologists measure the signals of 23.8-gigahertz frequencies, at which water

vapour emits a faint signal to measure the Earth’s radiation and humidity. This could have

detrimental impacts on rural and remote regions that are more reliant on climate and weather

reports (Al-Falahy and Alani, 2017). While there is potential for the benefits of 5G networks,

it is clear that more accurate and diverse data collection and analysis of its repercussions are

required. Other strategies that use novel infrastructure innovations have been used to extend

broadband access such as the application of high-altitude balloons to replace costly cellular towers

and data transmission infrastructure in remote regions (Teixeira et al., 2017). Researchers have

also examined the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and drones as methods of installing standard

infrastructures with more cost-effective practices.

1.4.2.3 Research and development of network configurations and decentralization

Given the inefficiencies and susceptibility to bottlenecks and single points of failures of last mile

networks, research on efficient routing configurations are appearing more frequently. By leveraging

local servers, databases and infrastructures, communities can cache redundant content and reduce

costly data transmissions outside of the community (Singh and Chopra, 2017). In other words,

including more distributed and decentralized systems into sections of last mile architectures can

be beneficial (see Figure 1.4) (Ge et al., 2017). Decentralized networks eliminate the single

point of failure problem and allow content to be more readily available; however, they can often

be challenging to configure and maintain (Li and Zhang, 2017). Distributed systems lie on the

opposite end of the spectrum from centralized systems, giving each node full and equal access

to each other node, at the cost of having incredibly resource-heavy networks, requiring lots of

maintenance and needing powerful and costly infrastructure (Ong, 2017).

Balancing the centralization of a network to optimize data transmission efficiencies has become

an increasingly popular field. Cloud storage services such as Google Drive and Dropbox, cloud

computing services such as Amazon Web Services, and media-service providers such as Netflix use

redundancies between server instances in various regions and localized caching for more efficient
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content distribution and data routing (Drolet, Michelle, 2019). While this is commonly explored

to reduce financial overhead for large telecommunication companies and ISP, there have also

been examples of municipalities leveraging network decentralization, local caching and efficient

routing similarly within their communities (Evaniew et al., 2017). Dark fiber, for example, refers

to unused fiber-optic cables, which are installed by ISP for future-use. These dark fiber lines can

be leased to individuals, communities or small companies who wish to manage their own local

or regional network. Some communities and companies are using these lines with local servers

or data-centers to provide ICT services for a reduced cost, however this requires communities to

manage its distribution (Leerssen and Talbot, 2017).

Figure 1.4: A comparison between the architecture of (a) centralized, (b)
decentralized, and (c) distributed networks. (Hoelscher, 2014)

Meshnets are networks of varying decentralization in which nodes cooperate with another

to efficiently route data packets. They have traditionally been used for only specific situations,

such as to extend Local Area or Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) networks, as managing networks is

complicated and requires the deployment of many static nodes (Qiu et al., 2017). However, due

to recent hardware advancements, companies and protocols such as Guifi.net, TRW.ing, ZigBee

and Z-Wave are all beginning to utilize mesh networking in a commercial setting (Folkmanis

and Heninwolf, 2017; Dimogerontakis et al., 2017). More significant to the access of data

communication systems in remote regions, however, is research on Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks

(MANET) (Raza et al., 2016). MANETs are self-configuring, infrastructure-less networks of
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mobile devices connected wirelessly. Some MANETs, such as RightMesh are researching the use

of existing internet-connected hardware such as smartphones and computers instead of custom

mobile devices (Qiu et al., 2017). Increased research in mesh networks and MANETs could

minimize the need for costly infrastructures in extending data communication system access to

remote regions (Raza et al., 2016).

1.5 Measuring the Digital Divide in Canada

Deciding which of the approaches described in Section 1.4.2 is most suitable in a given network

requires a deep understanding of the numerous causes of the Digital Divide. The measurement,

analytics, accuracy, diversity, and availability of data related to measuring the access of data

communications systems have been found to play a critical role in this understanding (Standing

Committee on Industry, Science and Technology, 2018). Even during the development of the

internet in the early 1990s, researchers recognized that internet and public-domain measurement

data were “vital to research and engineering planning activities, as well as to ensure the continued

development of the operational infrastructure” as noted by Vinton Cerf, one of the engineers

behind the Internet Protocol (Vinton, 1991). Unfortunately, as previously noted, access to data

communications systems is challenging to quantify. Therefore, a diverse and thorough set of data

are needed which is retrieved using data transmission measurement tools.

1.5.1 Data transmission measurement tools

Data transmission measurement tools are software tools or suites that perform tests on

participating devices and provide detailed diagnostics about data packet transmissions between

two points. They do this by downloading and uploading a test file from a participating client to

a designated server and collecting relevant measures. These tools are used most commonly to

test network speeds, measured in Megabits per second (Mbps), but can also be used to collect

measurements such as latency, round trip time (RTT), jitter, and packet loss (Strauss et al.,

2003). Latency is the delay that occurs before a transfer of data begins following an instruction

(Hoiland-Jorgensen et al., 2016). Round trip time refers to how long it takes to recieve a request

from a packet or the latency in each direction plus some processing time. Jitter refers to the

variation in the latency on a packet flow, and packet loss refers to the failure of sending a data

packet between two systems (Claffy et al., 1993). There is a wide variety of data transmission

measurement tools to choose from; however, many of them can produce drastically different

results (Paxson, 2004). The majority of these differences can be accounted for by the varying

‘locations’ of the test-server within the internet, often classified as ‘on-net’ or ‘off-net’. Most
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initiatives use off-net servers that exist outside of the infrastructure supplied by the ISP to better

represent the end-user experience when using the internet. The placement of these off-net servers

has a significant impact on performance results. For example, if a test-client and test-server exist

within the same LAN or WiFi Network, then they are confined only by the speeds of that layer

of the network and not their connection to other layers (Rajabiun and McKelvey, 2019b). Some

initiatives use on-net test servers, allowing for applications and data to be cached at various

points within the network. There is ongoing controversy about which of the many methods of

measure data transmissions is the most accurate. Still, the prevailing opinion is that they each

represent different forms and methods of transmitting a data packet through a network, and each

holds value. While there is an ample number of measurement tools to choose from, including

fast.com managed by Netflix, and the open-source HTML5 Speedtest, the vast majority of tests

are done with either; speedtest.net, the Network Diagnostic Tool (NDT) or Iperf (Goga and

Teixeira, 2012).

Speedtest.net and the related Speedtest Command Line Interface (Speedtest-CLI) are perhaps

the most popular open-source measurement tools globally. Speedtest uses on-net servers that

are routed through ISP-maintained network caches to find the bandwidth between clients and

one of the over 7000 public test-servers that Ookla maintains around the world. Speedtest

maintains a focus on throughput measurements and uses multiple Transmission Control Protocol

(TCP) connections in parallel to maximize throughput via brute force. Measurements generally

dismiss the lowest 30% of samples and the highest 10% to remove congestion issues and dismiss

retransmissions. This provides accurate measures of top speeds available to the client, though it

may not be reflective of the full integrity of data transmissions (Bauer et al., 2010).

The Network Diagnostic Tool (NDT) is used by platforms such as the CIRA Internet

Performance Test (CIRA-IPT) and Google to test data transmission performance of participating

clients and is quickly becoming the most widely used measurement tool in Canada. The test uses

off-net servers that can either be selected manually or automatically routed to one of the over

500 NDT servers in 130 locations around the world. While NDT servers are privately maintained,

the tool itself is an open-source project, which means users can install and test servers at various

levels of the internet (Rajabiun and McKelvey, 2019b).

Iperf is an open-source measurement software written in C that can be downloaded and run on

multiple platforms. Unlike many other tools, Iperf does not have a browser-based testing option

and required downloading and running the utility on a client. It can be used to measure either

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or User Datagram Protocol (UDP). UDP testing allows the

user to specify the data packet size and provides results for the data transmission throughput and

packet loss. In contrast, TCP testing measures the throughput of a single data payload, which
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is considered less sufficient for wireless communications (Xylomenos and Polyzos, 1999). Iperf

can be more complicated for users to set up, however it allows for a range of customizations in

transmission performance tests. While Iperf does offer a small number of off-net public servers,

it is highly recommended that custom servers are used instead (Shriram et al., 2005).

1.5.2 Measurement initiatives and their findings

The measurement of data transmission in a sound fashion is far more complex with the addition

of consolidating, cleaning, maintaining, and analyzing results. Various measurement initiatives

use the tools previously described to manage their own datasets, though some also build custom

tests for their needs. Measurement initiatives are not only responsible for testing performance

and speeds of data transmissions but also for collecting and combining these results with other

figures to produce measures of ‘access’ to the internet and other pieces of information to support

the development of ICT (Strauss et al., 2003). Access or accessibility to data communications

systems is most commonly reported as the mean speeds available to users within a designated

region. It can also represent, however, access to any form of data communications, the internet

at a specific speed, a choice in service providers, a specific price per Megabits per second (Mbps),

and may or may not include stability, jitter, latency or packet loss (Standing Committee on

Industry, Science and Technology, 2018).

There are a variety of methodologies that can be leveraged by measurement initiatives. One

such method is a crowdsourcing technique, in which users actively initiate tests, also known as

‘active’ measurement. This technique is the most commonly used to produce large datasets

and is leveraged by M-Lab, CIRA, Google, and Netflix, for example. Other initiatives such as

Akamai, use a ‘passive’ method in which measurements are run on a schedule through existing

or customized hardware (Rajabiun and McKelvey, 2019b). Some, such as RIPE Atlas and

SamKnows, even place passive measurement devices at particular points within networks (Bajpai

et al., 2015). Many of these initiatives release extensive reports to help the general public better

understand their findings. Some of the most wide-spread findings and reports in Canada have

come from select measurement initiatives such as the CIRA, M-Lab, Akamai, and Ookla, with

some contribution from smaller initiatives (Rajabiun and McKelvey, 2019b). The results from

some of these initiatives in Canada for 2019 are summarized in Table 1.1, though it should be

noted that due to availability M-Labs and Speedtest data are each for the 2nd Quarter of 2019

whereas CIRA data spans from July 1, 2018 to March 30, 2019.

The Canadian Internet Registration Authority uses the M-Lab NDT within its Internet

Performance Test (CIRA-IPT), which uses vendor-neutral test-servers located throughout Canada

at various internet exchange points. The CIRA-IPT is available for Canadians online and also
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Table 1.1: Internet speed heuristics in Canada as reported by CIRA (Canadian Internet
Registration Authority, 2018b), M-LAB (Measurement Labs Big-Query Cloud Tool,
2019b) (Measurement Labs Big-Query Cloud Tool, 2019c) (Measurement Labs Big-
Query Cloud Tool, 2019a), and Speedtest (Speedtest, 2019) in 2019

Metric / Initiative CIRA M-LAB Speedtest

Mean Download Speeds (Mbps) 42.4 32.94 112.86
Mean Upload Speeds (Mbps) 17.5 25.16 43.79

Time Period
2018/07/1 -
2019/03/30

2019/04/1 -
2019/06/30

2019/04/1 -
2019/06/30

Sample Size 569,068 7,819,338 3,874,765
Server Location off-net off-net on-net
Measurement Type active active active

runs on some customized network monitors. Results from this test are combined with survey

results and published in the CIRA’s annual Internet Factbook. This Factbook is often used to

guide public understanding of the Digital Divide and influences essential decisions and policies.

Unfortunately other than the figures available within their report, the dataset is not available to

the public. The Internet Factbook for 2019 indicated that Canadians on average, had download

speeds of 42.4 Mbps and upload speeds of 17.5 Mbps. Additional surveys done by the CIRA

showed that 81% of Canadians were satisfied with the rates they received (Canadian Internet

Registration Authority, 2019). The Internet Factbook for 2017 reported a figure related to

access when they stated “87% of Canadians have a broadband internet connection at home”

(Canadian Internet Registration Authority, 2018a). However no report since has included any

statistic related to access or accessibility. The CIRA also maintains a map of the distribution

of their test results across Canada in an attempt to better understand performance distributions

within the country. The map divides regions using a hexagonal system to classify areas as either

‘served’ or ‘unserved’ and colour coordinates each tile based on the mean broadband download

speeds. Beginning in 2016, a hexagonal tile of 25 km2 was classified as ‘served’ if at least one

household had access to speeds of 5 Mbps download and 1 Mbps upload (Standing Committee

on Industry, Science and Technology, 2018). Innovation, Science and Economic Development

Canada, the department with a mandate of fostering a growing, competitive and knowledge-

based Canadian economy, references the ‘served’ and ‘unserved’ regions of this map to determine

the eligibility of communities to federal funding programs (Innovation, Science and Economic

Development Canada, 2019).

Among all of the initiatives in this list Measurement Labs reserves the largest and most robust

dataset. Their dataset is publicly available through an online portal, allowing full querying of their

data. M-Labs collects the results of every speed test made using their tool; this includes all the
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results from the CIRA-IPT as well as Google Speedtests. To match the data collected from

Speedtest for the purpose of this paper, data was queried from the 2nd financial quarter of 2019.

In this time, NDT had a volume of 7,819,338 tests collected within Canada (Measurement Labs

Big-Query Cloud Tool, 2019b). Results from these tests showed a mean download speed of 32.94

Mbps and upload speed of 25.16 Mbps among Canadians (Measurement Labs Big-Query Cloud

Tool, 2019c; Measurement Labs Big-Query Cloud Tool, 2019a).

Ookla maintains a database of all of the results from their Speedtest online web service and

releases an analysis of internet performance metrics in quarterly reports. Their 2019 Q2-Q3 report

for Canada included 3,874,375 devices and found that the mean download speeds were 112.86

Mbps, and upload speeds were 43.79 Mbps. Given their focus on speeds and the passivity of their

testing, their report includes no comments on access or accessibility (Speedtest, 2019).

1.5.3 Gaps and discrepancies in measures of the Digital Divide

Measurement initiatives and their datasets can provide valuable insight into the Digital Divide

in Canada; however, there are still gaps and discrepancies in our understanding for a variety

of reasons. There is still little consensus or collaboration among users, policymakers, experts

and communities about the accuracy and relevance of particular methodologies and sources of

statistics when it comes to broadband measurement (Bauer et al., 2010). This is exemplified in

the various findings of Canada’s most significant measurement initiatives, as shown in Table 1.1,

and is partially attributed to a lack of open data measurement system or data standardization.

The significant differences in figures such as these are exacerbating public confusion on measures

of the Digital Divide (Standing Committee on Industry, Science and Technology, 2018). This

is confounded by the fact that many measurement initiatives have been privatized and often

restrict access to their data. Even when data are available, figures tend to be designed for the

needs of the ISPs, computer scientists, and researchers, which diminishes their application to

public policy. Recent research has also shown that much of these available datasets are often

fragmented, incomplete, and there can be low interoperability and scalability across datasets

and regions (Hambly and Rajabiun, 2019). Despite the growing number of data measurement

tools and initiatives, the production of statistics that represent the Digital Divide in Canada is

being increasingly monopolized by a select few, namely the CIRA, M-Lab, Ookla and Akamai.

These initiatives have a significant focus on collecting a vast breadth of longitudinal data and

participate less in in-depth research, such as measuring or surveying many or all of the connections

in a community or region (Rajabiun and McKelvey, 2019b). On top of the gaps and discrepancies

listed above, they also exist within; data transmission heuristics, aggregated measures of internet

access, and variables correlated to each.
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1.5.3.1 Data transmission heuristics

A significant portion of the disparity between the results of measurement initiatives can be

attributed to differences between the measurement tools they use and how they are used. Internet

performance as a measure is not standardized, and results are influenced by server locations, client

hardware, packet route, and test passivity. Servers can exist at any location within the internet

and in the context of measurement tools, are often classified as either off-net or on-net servers

(Strauss et al., 2003). Measurements that use each server type are often quite different, and

there is controversy over which location provides a more accurate representation of internet

usage. Off-net servers, as used by initiatives such as M-Lab and CIRA, are considered a better

representation of the end-user experience when accessing content. In contrast, on-net servers, as

used by Ookla, are considered a better representation of the internet that a user is technically

paying for. While the growing consensus is that off-net servers provide a more unbiased and

neutral vantage of internet performance, both provide valuable information on the state of the

Digital Divide (Sandvine Inc., 2015).

The devices that are selected to run data transmission measurement tools are shown to have

an impact on measurement results, and in some cases, can be the weakest link in the network

causing transmission bottlenecks. This is particularly problematic for initiatives such as CIRA,

M-Lab and Ookla, who all use voluntary testing methods, which allows for variable client devices

(Bauer et al., 2010). Initiatives like SamKnowns use over 5000 standardized test devices, called

“white-boxes,” to reduce the influence that client devices and home networks might have when

comparing datasets. This reduces noise and produces much more stable data at the cost of

adding barriers to participation, which likely explains why most initiatives have vouched for active

measurements (Rajabiun and McKelvey, 2019b).

Finally, the passivity of performance measurements can also have an impact on results.

Measurements that are manually initiated have a variable test schedule that is often affected

by user congestion, as users are more likely to start tests when experiencing a problem or using

an application. Manual initiations are also influenced by the demographics of the population that

is more likely to use the tool (Duffield et al., 2004). For example, the mean download speeds of

Canadians, as measured by M-Lab, spiked in April of 2015 upon their partnership with Google

Speedtest. The variation in users running tests during the measurement period and may result

in higher tests in specific regions with higher or lower than typical performance (Rajabiun and

McKelvey, 2019b). Though manual measurements have been argued to represent the typical

internet usage of users better, automatic schedule measurements provide a more thorough and

complete interpretation of internet performance (Paxson et al., 1998).
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1.5.3.2 Aggregated measures of internet access

Gaps and disparities in measures of the Digital Divide are also influenced by problems that

occur when single data transmission measurements are aggregated into datasets. Most initiatives

have focused on solely measuring mean performance differences between regions and classifying

individuals or regions based on a predefined performance value (such as 50 Mbps download and 10

Mbps upload) as their measure of access to the internet, either strategically or otherwise (Standing

Committee on Industry, Science and Technology, 2018). However, in many cases, a mean value

is not the best representation of the central tendency, which refers to numbers expressing the

central values of a dataset and can include the median, geometric mean, or mode. The arithmetic

mean (often simply called the ‘mean’) is the sum of all values divided by the number of values,

whereas the median describes the middle value of the sorted sequence, and the geometric mean

is the 1/nth root of the product of all values. The geometric mean is most appropriate when

there is a small sample size or when values are of different orders of magnitude. The arithmetic

mean is best used in scenarios where there is a sufficient sample size and data follows a Gaussian

distribution. Finally, median values are most appropriate when there is a sufficient sample size

and the data points do not follow a Gaussian distribution (Spiegel and Constable, 1961).

Measurement-Lab data suggests that mean download and upload speeds tend to be around

twice the median rate in Canada (Measurement Labs Big-Query Cloud Tool, 2019a). This

indicates that a large number of measurements exist far from the mean of the distribution, and few

high-speed connections influence the mean value in the sample. In this case, where measurements

do not follow a symmetric distribution the median is likely to be a more appropriate metric

of the service available to the average user. Research has also indicated that in many cases,

the distribution of internet performance tends towards a bimodal distribution, which is poorly

represented as a single central value (Rajabiun and McKelvey, 2019b). Aggregated measures of

internet access may also be affected by inappropriate weighting or poorly sampled populations.

In Speedtest’s 2019 report, they suggested that Newfoundland and Labrador had an average

download speed of 129.24 Mbps throughout the province (Speedtest, 2019). Unfortunately, they

do not release their raw data, so it’s impossible to know where all these tests were performed;

however, it has been noted that these numbers do not reflect what is currently being reported

by the province (McDonald and Greenwood, 2016). Robin Winsor, CEO of Cybera, a non-profit

corporation responsible for Alberta’s Optical Regional Advanced Network said “We are not about

to stop doing speed tests, but we do need to realize that taking too simple a view, just the

average, may be masking a serious problem”, in reference to the problem in the representation

of access (Winsor, 2016).
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Most measurement initiatives are also guilty of over-simplifying internet access and the Digital

Divide as a performance measure. Variables such as internet rates, the availability of cellular

or wireless networks, or the number of available providers are valuable measures of internet

access and accessibility that are not captured by performance figures. While the general public

more easily understands simple assertions about the mean performance of a region, they miss

essential nuances about broadband access that could inform research, development, and policy

(Rajabiun and Hambly, 2017). There are several other ways that measurement initiatives have

misrepresented access and performance. For example, The Regional County Municipality of

Montcalm in the Lanaudière region of Quebec did a detailed study which showed discrepancies

between the actual access of residents in their municipality, and the access reported by the CRTC.

The study indicated that 7,100 of 22,000 residences were underserved (based on the CRTCs

definition at the time), despite the fact that the CRTC classified their region as served. External

auditors and researchers have recommended that regional representations can be misleading and

that a point-based GIS system would be a better representation (Standing Committee on Industry,

Science and Technology, 2018).

1.5.3.3 Indicators of internet access and performance

Most measurement initiatives in Canada are focused on measuring the mean download or upload

speeds as opposed to the variables which may be correlated. These data could be extremely

valuable in better understanding the causes of dispirit networks and telecommunications access

(Rajabiun and Hambly, 2017). These data have also been found to support the development of

community-based ICT and CBM. In previous explorations, variables such as income, demography,

and remoteness of respective individuals and communities were found to be correlated to the

performance of and access to the internet (Mafé and Blas, 2006; Fuchs, 2007). These findings

increased public understanding of the causes of the Digital Divide and supported proactive policy

reform. Unfortunately, the value of particular indicators and interactions will not be known until

they are explored further.

1.5.3.4 Population sampling

Many figures released by measurement initiatives are used to better understand an entire

population, such as the figures found in Table 1.1 which are meant to represent Canada’s data

transmission performance. The accuracy of aggregated figures such as these is reliant on having

an accurately representative population sample. However, Innovation, Science and Economic

Development Canada has noted that the majority of their broadband measurement data have

been pulled from urban regions, particularly large city centres or industrial regions (Innovation,
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Science and Economic Development Canada, 2019). For example, while Nunatsiavut’s population

accounts for 0.0071% of Canada, the CIRA dataset contains only 43 measurements from 7 sources

in Nunatsiavut or 0.0005% of the total measures (Canadian Internet Registration Authority,

2019). There is a clear need for better representation of rural, remote, and hence Northern

communities.

1.5.4 A need for more measures of the Digital Divide

As more services converge onto broadband-based networks, there is a growing need for datasets

that strengthens our understanding of the Digital Divide in Canada and is considerate of the

existing gaps and discrepancies, as outlined in Section 1.5.3. In April of 2018, The Standing

Committee on Industry, Science and Technology (INDU), a committee within the Canadian

House of Commons that studies and reports on legislation, activities, and spending of Industry

Canada, released a report entitled “Broadband Connectivity in Rural Canada: Overcoming

the Digital Divide” (Standing Committee on Industry, Science and Technology, 2018). This

report outlines the research and supporting arguments for a series of recommendations that

the Government of Canada consider as ways to facilitate broadband deployment in remote

communities (The Standing Committee on Industry, Science and Technology , 2019). Some

of these recommendations are directly related to the collection of internet performance and

accessibility measurements in rural regions that are considerate of existing gaps and discrepancies,

as outlined in Section 1.5.3. The most notable needs for new rural internet measurement initiatives

are as follows;

• There is a need for more small, rural, and collaborative initiatives that focus on in-

depth analyses within specific regions and that produce complete, interoperable

datasets that are available to, aligned with and led by rural communities. This is

exemplified in INDU recommendation #4, that “The Government of Canada take steps to

address the challenges of small providers, non-profit providers, and non-incumbent providers

of accessing existing infrastructures.” And also in recommendation #11 to “develop a

comprehensive rural broadband strategy in collaboration with key stakeholders including,

but not limited to, all levels of government, civil society, Internet Services Providers, First

Nations, and non-profit organizations” (The Standing Committee on Industry, Science and

Technology , 2019).

• There is a need for datasets that use a variety of measures and methodologies to

reduce known gaps and discrepancies in data transmission heuristics (see Section

1.5.3.1) and aggregated measures of internet access (see Section 1.5.3.2). This
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need is reflected within INDU recommendation #1, that “The Canadian Radio-television

and Telecommunications Commission consider not only broadband speed but also other

indicators in its targets. These indicators could include, but not be limited to, standards

of parity between urban and rural centers, network performance, purchased consumer

packages, latency and redundancy”. And also, recommendation #3 - “The Government of

Canada integrate broadband accessibility issues such as affordability . . . in rural Canada

within federal programs” (The Standing Committee on Industry, Science and Technology ,

2019).

• There is a need for full datasets with extensive metadata that consider not only

measures of internet performance and access, but also indicators and correlated

variables. This need is correlated to INDU’s final recommendation that “The Government

of Canada consider new ways of collecting service and performance data in addition to the

speed of internet services, including, but not limited to, adding new indicators [and] using

local knowledge” (The Standing Committee on Industry, Science and Technology , 2019).

1.6 The Rigolet Internet Assessment Initiative

The gaps and discrepancies in measures of internet accessibility described in Section 1.5.3 can

be seen first-hand in the remote community of Rigolet, Nunatsiavut, Labrador. As of 2017,

while research teams were looking to better understand the telecommunications availability in

the community, there existed no available M-Lab, Akamai, Speedtest or CIRA data records from

Rigolet 1. The only other source of internet performance measurements in the community was

from their local ISP Bell Aliant. Unfortunately, at the time of writing, Bell Aliant does not

publicly release the internet speed or access data for Rigolet.

A collaborative initiative formed between the remote Inuit community of Rigolet and

researchers at the University of Guelph to collect and analyze measures of the current internet

access and data transmission performance availability in Rigolet as well as any indicators or

correlated variables. Talk of the initiative began in 2018, in part to support the development of

local Information Communication Technologies, such as the RightMesh mobile ad-hoc network

pilot project (RightMesh, 2018) and culturally-relevant community-based monitoring systems

such as the eNuk environment and health monitoring system (Cook, 2018; Kipp et al., 2017).

The pilot collection period of the initiative began on April 9th, 2019 with the distribution of

1As of the completion of the RIAI pilot collection period in 2020, two new measurement points have been
added to the CIRA Speed Map. These will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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internet monitoring hardware to ten participating households. Findings from this initiative could

contribute to a strengthened understanding of the Digital Divide and its causes in the region,

and to the refining of community-based internet assessment initiatives at large. Methodologies

for the design of this initiative may also translate well to other communities.

This thesis presents the design, development and deployment of the pilot Rigolet Internet

Assessment Initiative and its tools. The data presented in this thesis is a sample from between

the dates of July 22nd and November 29th, 2019 of the total data collected for the RIAI pilot.

Despite data being collected before and after these dates, these data have been omitted as per

the projects Nunatsiavut Government Research Approval (see Appendix 4.1). Chapter 1 has

introduced the current needs for rural measurement initiatives and how they contribute to our

understanding of the Digital Divide in Canada as well as to initiatives that help in its reduction

and ultimately benefit rural Canadian communities. Chapter 2 will outline the methodologies

and considerations made during the design, development, deployment of this community-based

initiative and its customized tools. It also explores the collection strategies and analysis methods

used in contextualizing the results of this initiative. Chapter 3 summarizes the results from the

initiative during the measurement period and the outcomes of our preliminary and predictive

analyses. Finally, Chapter 4 discusses some of the implications of these findings and provides

insight into the internet performance and accessibility within the community. It then reflects on

some of the decisions made during the development of this initiative and makes recommendations

towards future developments that might also inform the design of other remote, community-based

internet measurement initiatives.
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2 Design process: methodologies

This chapter details the processes and methodologies undertaken in the design, development

and deployment of the Rigolet Internet Assessment Initiative’s pilot, as well as the collection

and analysis of its resulting dataset. The methodologies were guided by the needs of Rigolet

community members and the needs of rural community-based assessment initiatives (see Section

1.5.4). As such, the practices outlined in this chapter were tailored to the community and

should not be considered instructions on how to build a rural internet access assessment initiative

elsewhere. Lessons learned from these methods and recommendations will be later reviewed in

Chapter 4. The Rigolet community-based measurement initiative involves collecting data from a

variety of sources, including community, publicly available and acquired resources and datasets,

and maintains a suite of tailor-made software tools used for testing, disseminating and analyzing

the resulting data. The methods used throughout these processes and the initiative in general

can be classified into six distinct phases:

• Phase 1 – Preliminary investigation and ideation

• Phase 2 – Design of the RIAI system

• Phase 3 – RIAI-tester development

• Phase 4 – Deployment and maintenance of RIAI-tester hardware monitors

• Phase 5 - Ongoing dissemination of RIAI-tester results

• Phase 6 – Analysis of resulting dataset

It should be noted that these phases were classified using a combination of the project’s

timelines, needs and considerations and based on the resources and time available to the research

team. The methods involved in this case study took place between August 2017 and March 2020,

and included four one-week-long visits to the community of Rigolet as well as consistent work by

all participating individuals and research team members throughout the period. The approximate

timeline for the methodologies listed in this chapter was as follows:

• August 2017: Research visit to Rigolet #1 - Introductions and community engagement.

• October 2017: Research visit to Rigolet #2 - Project contextualization and ideation, and

deployment of a beta RIAI-tester v0.1.

• November 2017 – June 2018: Literature review, and deployment of a beta RIAI-tester v0.2.

• July 2018: Research visit to Rigolet #3 – Community consultations and continued system

development.
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• August 2018 – March 2019: Completed development of a v1.0 RIAI-testers, and continued

development on RIAI-system.

• March 2019: Research visit to Rigolet #4 – Deployment of eight v1.0 RIAI-testers, an

update of old monitors, and community consultations.

• March 2019 – August 2019: Data collection, completion of RIAI-system.

• September 2019 – March 2020: Data cleansing, analysis, and interpretation.

2.1 Research setting: Rigolet, Nunatsiavut, Labrador

The community of Rigolet is located in the Circumpolar-North at the entrance of Hamilton Inlet

in Nunatsiavut (‘Our Beautiful Land’), as shown in Figure 2.1. Nunatsiavut is home to 4% of

Canada’s total Inuit population, spread amongst its five Inuit communities (Statistics Canada,

2016). Rigolet is the southern-most of those communities and is accessible via snowmobile,

dog-sled, boat, a 45-minute flight on a twin-otters air-craft or a 6-hour boat ride from Happy

Valley-Goose Bay [P. Comm]. Inhabitants of Rigolet, which include hunters, gatherers, artists,

and craft persons, cooperate with The Land to participate in local traditions, culture, and general

prosperity. The vibrant community has been actively exploring the use of technology to support

traditional activities (Cunsolo Willox et al., 2012). The My Word Storytelling & Digital Media

Lab was created in 2009 as a result of the Changing Climate, Changing Health, Changing Stories

Project to gather place-based narratives (Harper et al., 2012). More recently, the Rigolet Inuit

Community Government, the Nunatsiavut Department of Health and Social Development, and a

team of Inuit and non-Inuit researchers began developing the eNuk mobile and web application,

a health and environmental monitoring system (Kipp et al., 2019). This reflects the knowledge

and experience held by community members on the true needs of their ICTs, CBMs and data

communications networks.

Rigolet community members, among other Inuit in Nunatsiavut, experience a variety of threats

to their traditional lifestyles. For example, due to its southern latitude and location within

climatically-sensitive Circumpolar-North, Nunatsiavut, in particular, has been experiencing the

effects of a changing climate (Cunsolo Willox et al., 2013). Rigolet is also not provided an

equal opportunity as most Canadian communities to pursue CBMs, ICTs and other benefits

of data communications services, likely due to its location on the ‘last mile’ of the internet

infrastructure. This is particularly important as it has been noted that remote Inuit communities

could benefit from broadband access (see Section 1.3) and are among the most underserved.

Thankfully, our research team included a Rigolet community member who consistently guided

our initiative using their thorough knowledge and experience on the community’s ICTs, services,

and partnerships. A wide range of community members supported and participated in various
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Figure 2.1: A map depicting the location of Rigolet within Nunatsiavut, Labrador
constructed via QGIS for this thesis

aspects of the initiative, from participating in open-houses to providing research guidance to

voluntarily maintaining RIAI-testers. Research within the community of Rigolet, Nunatsiavut,

was conducted under the approval of the Nunatsiavut Government Research Advisory Committee

and the University of Guelph’s Research Ethics Board (see Appendix 4.1).

2.2 Methodological considerations

The process used throughout this research was heavily influenced by a variety of preexisting

research methods, explored both through literature review and previous expertise by research

partners and Rigolet community members. Most notably, our research team kept the following

considerations in mind: Nunatsiavut and Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami research guidelines, participatory

design methodologies, and Agile software design and development methodologies.
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2.2.1 ITK research priorities and Nunatsiavut research guidelines

Given the research setting of this case study (see Section 2.1), it was essential not only to carefully

follow the research guidelines for the Nunatsiavut Government (NG) (Nunatsiavut Kaujisapvinga

Research Centre, 2019), but also the priorities outlined in the Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami’s “National

Inuit Strategy on Research” (NISR) (Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami, 2018c). The priorities of the ITK

research strategy, which are directly related to NG guidelines, are listed below, along with how

they were considered in our research methodologies. The results of these considerations on this

research are explored in Section 3.1.1.

• ITK priority #1: Advance Inuit governance in research. Promoting Inuit control

and governance over research that occurs within Inuit Nunangat is imperative for efficacy,

impact, and usefulness of research. This priority is also reflected in NG’s guideline to include

Inuit knowledge in all research within Nunatsiavut. For the RIAI pilot, Inuit community

members were the guiding force behind the research and development of this work. Our

team recognized Inuit knowledge as invaluable for ensuring our research was consistently

producing outcomes that directly benefited the community of Rigolet. The Nunatsiavut

Government reserved all control and governance over the project, its direction, and its

deliverables. Community members that volunteered to house a RIAI-tester device retain all

rights to the usage of the device. Each decision that affected our research was discussed with

participating parties, to make sure research was being collected, cleaned, stored, processed,

analyzed and disseminated appropriately. Continued work on the project occurred only with

consistent permission from all involved parties. Inuit in Rigolet and within Nunatsiavut were

and will continue to be the final decision-makers for the utilization of this research and the

Rigolet Internet Assessment Initiative.

• ITK priority #2: Enhance the ethical conduct of research. Research in Inuit

Nunangat has a long history of not adhering to existing guidelines for ethical research

or contemplating Inuit concerns. On top of being guided by the community of Rigolet,

our initiative not only applied for the appropriate ethical and research approvals (see

Appendix 4.1), but ensured we met or exceeded the ethical guidelines of the Tri-Council

Policy on Indigenous research and the NISR principles. For open houses, interviews and

consultations our team was able to be added to existing approval from the Research

Ethics Board of the University of Guelph and Memorial University’s Health Research Ethics

Board as this project supported the development of the eNuk mobile application. Most

importantly, our initiative drafted a new research application describing our research in

detail to the Nunatsiavut Government, to make sure we are consistently meeting their
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requirements for ethical research. Communications with representatives from Nunatsiavut

Government began in 2018, however formal research approval for the analysis and

publication of this research was provided by the Nunatsiavut Government Research Advisory

Committee (NGRAC) on July 22nd, 2019. To keep aligned with this date, while reflections

and methodologies are included from the entire project within this document, all data prior

to this date have been omitted.

• ITK priority #3: Align funding with Inuit research priorities. It has been noted

that many research funding processes tend to curtail Inuit self-determination, and that

funding needs to be better aligned with Inuit research priorities. Our research team and

project was committed to aligning our available resources and funding with the needs of

Rigolet and Nunatsiavut. Funding for travel to the community was provided by two grants

from the Northern Scientific Training Program, an organization purposed to encourage and

support Canadian university students with an interest in Northern studies. External funding

was also used for local accommodations and dining, as well as for honorariums, food, and

beverages for open houses. Raspberry Pi’s used as RIAI-testers were donated by the School

of Computer Science at the University of Guelph.

• ITK priority #4: Ensure Inuit access, ownership, and control over data and

information. In past research projects, ITK has recognized that the Inuit participants

and stakeholders have not always had control, ownership, or even access over the collected

data. This has quickly led to extractive relationships, even if this was not the intention

of the researchers. As defined in our Nunatsiavut Government research approval, decisions

around the governance of the dataset were reserved first by the Nunatsiavut Government.

Ownership over the compiled dataset, however, was retained by the Rigolet Inuit Community

Government, while the community of Rigolet and each respective volunteer retain rights

to the use, governance and control of their data streams. Data was stored in an agreed-

upon location, and access made available to research leads, and individuals identified by

the Rigolet Inuit Community Government. Throughout the research project, a portal with

interactive graphics of their data was also made available to participating parties.

• ITK priority #5: Build capacity in Inuit Nunangat research

This ITK priority reflected the true efforts of our initiative, to increase capacity and

knowledge particularly within the space of rural telecommunication networks. While in the

community, our team members made sure to direct efforts towards engaging in activities

to build capacity (see Section 2.3.2). This research also required consistent collaboration

with community members and a paid community-based research leader for both guidance
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and administration of RIAI-testers. Researchers from the University of Guelph provided all

the necessary hardware and software as well as training required for monitoring hardware

administration. When a problem occurred with the RIAI system, we worked closely with

community members to get the system fixed at their earliest convenience. This research

also aims to continue building capacity in the community and the region through leveraging

our shared methodologies and dataset.

2.2.2 Participatory design methodologies

Participatory Design (PD) involves the cooperation of users and stakeholders in all facets of the

design process. It is used throughout a variety of industries and fields to draw knowledge from

a breadth of domains (Simonsen and Robertson, 2012). Software developers, for example, have

begun to more deeply involve users and stakeholders throughout the software design lifecycle. PD,

by nature, is more of a process for co-development, rather than a universally applicable framework.

PD instead emphasizes the use of mixed tools and techniques over a top-down or directive

approach and encourages mutual and multiple input and equal opportunity for all parties to engage

in the process (Schuler and Namioka, 1993). Community-based research, open-houses, interviews,

focus groups, and other accommodating methods are used to leverage existing practices (Cook,

2018). Participatory Design principles were particularly well suited for the RIAI, given the

preexisting knowledge and practices among community members and the motivations behind its

research, as well as the already-present history of community-led participatory research in Rigolet.

Our initiative considers many of the known PD approaches through our research methodologies,

including: interviews with community members; multiple open houses for continued input, ideas,

contextualization, and dissemination of the project; and ongoing discussions with Inuit research

associates and key representatives of the Nunatsiavut Government Department of Health and

Social Development. Activities relating to the contextualization and dissemination of each phase

of the methodologies will be described at the beginning of each section.

2.2.3 Agile software development

Given the cooperative and experimental nature of the RIAI pilot, the team recognized a need

for a software deployment methodology that would allow for shifting priorities, collaborative

development, and quick prototyping. These considerations would allow us to begin collecting

data more quickly while enabling easy system expansions in future releases. This would also

allow for timely responses to unpredictable development issues. Agile software development has

been gaining popularity in recent years due to its ability to satisfy many of these needs. Agile

combines various approaches to software development to support software solutions that evolve
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through the collaborative effort of cross-functional teams and their users (Cockburn, 2006). It

emphasizes adaptive planning, early delivery, and continual improvement over rigid planning and

incremental improvement. The term Agile in the context of software development was popularized

by the “Manifesto for Agile Software Development” a short list of principles derived from various

frameworks, including Scrum and Kanban (Beck et al., 2001).

To embrace an agile software development strategy teams must focus on the twelve principles

outlined in the manifesto, with particular consideration made to the following four guiding

principles: 1. Individuals and interactions over processes and tools; 2. Customer collaboration

over contract negotiation; 3. Working software over comprehensive documentation; and 4.

Responding to change over following a plan. Commonly used frameworks to work towards these

principles include the adoption of Scrum and/or Kanban (Beck et al., 2001). Our team kept

these principles and frameworks in mind throughout the design, development and deployment of

our initiative.

2.3 Phase 1: Preliminary investigation and ideation

The first phase of the design process for the RIAI pilot was focused on establishing a foundation

within the community through beginning the ideation process and engaging and community

activities and events. The RIAI research team members not from Rigolet visited the community

for the first time in August of 2017, consisting of students and professors from multiple disciplines

and research projects. Ultimately, the goal of the initial research phase was to form a better

relationship with the community and make sure we thoroughly explored the needs of its members

before we started designing or developing the RIAI software.

2.3.1 Project contextualization and deliberation

To better support the alignment of our methods to Inuit values and to leverage the knowledge of

community members, our research team first identified existing knowledge and needs that might

relate to our design. Keeping PD methodologies in mind, we used a multitude of strategies,

namely, throughout our research we conducted 3 open-houses, over 40 biweekly consultations with

a community-based research partner, as well as several informal observations and conversations.

The primary goal was to build our understanding of the project’s motivators and outcomes and

to inform the communities priorities for our development and data analysis phases. These goals

were posed as four distinct questions:
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• What were some ways of describing internet access and speeds in Rigolet? This

was the most significant question we were trying to answer and also likely the broadest.

Understanding the ways in which community members describe access to their internet

informed how we analyzed the data as well as provided a preliminary idea of speeds in

Rigolet.

• Was there anything that was recognized as indicators of or influences on the

internet within the community? One of the results that community members and

our team members hoped to achieve from this research was understanding variables that

influence the speed or accessibility of the internet in town. By understanding what variables

community members believed to be associated with the internet, we informed our search

for indicators of broadband access and speed.

• Was it common for community members to own internet-connected personal

devices? If yes, which brand were used and were they connected to wireless

home networks? This question allowed our team to better understand the devices that

were available to community members in Rigolet for the development of the RIAI software

suite. Answers to this question provided a glimpse into the home network of community

members to see which devices were used and whether they were connected wireless or not.

Answers to this question also affected the ways in which our team could interpret the results

of our research in context to the community.

• What ICTs would the community be interested in receiving that they did not

currently have? This question provided some foundation for how these data could be

used to inform the development of future ICTs in the community. Our team was able to

keep the answers to this question in mind throughout the analysis and interpretation of our

dataset.

2.3.2 Community engagement

Given that the motivation behind the project was to ultimately benefit the community and to

support their telecommunications development, it was paramount that before beginning the design

phase, our team engaged in the community’s local culture, events, and activities. Spending time

to build mutual trust and understanding with community members helped to align methodologies

with the research goals of all stakeholders. While initially some of these activities may seem

unrelated to the exact goals of this research, our team found that through focussing efforts towards

building relationships, we were better equipped to design an internet assessment initiative that
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was valuable for and easily used by the community at large. Many of the individuals that attended

our open-houses or participated as volunteers were introduced first to our team members through

one of the engagement activities listed in this section. Additionally, these activities supported the

importance of introductions and trust-building in many participatory design methods, as well as

the ITK priority to build capacity within the community.

Many of the events and activities in which our team participated were focused on locally

relevant traditions and land-based practices, which reflected the community’s strong ties with

their history, heritage, and homelands. Activities such as community dinners, festivals, hunting

trips, fishing trips or berry picking excursions were of immeasurable benefits to this research. Our

team members often found themselves relying on the relationships and knowledge built through

these experiences within our own research. It would be quite näıve to infer that our team was able

to absorb much of the rich culture and practices that could be learned from the community in such

a short time; however, our engagement in community activities over four community visits and

throughout our research period was an invaluable step in supporting our research direct research

goals and methodological considerations. Some of the most notable community activities that

our team participated in included:

• August 2017 - Participating in the Rigolet Salmon Festival: The first time the

RIAI research team travelled to the community was in August of 2017. This visit to

the community was packed full of introductions to community members and getting our

bearings around town. During our visit, the annual Rigolet Salmon Festival was in full swing,

so we took the opportunity to set up at a table near the event to introduce ourselves. We

were later invited to and attended the community dinner at the newly-built community-

centre.

On the Saturday afternoon of the festival, our team entered the ‘cardboard boat’

building competition, show-casing our lack of nautical knowledge with a boat that a

community member described as “closer to a bowl than a boat.” On the final day of

the festival, members of the RIAI research team partnered with community members in a

team to enter the Rigolet Challenge - a recreational triathlon that includes swimming in

the frigid bay, solving a puzzle and eating a questionable stew. These community members

later become some of the first volunteer participants in the RIAI pilot program.

• October 2017 - Reverse trick-or-treating and visiting the Northern Lights

Academy: In October of 2017, members of our research team were in Rigolet over

Halloween and took the opportunity to don a matching set of onesies as costumes. The

group visited each household within the community delivering candy with information about
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the projects and thanks for continued participation in this and other research projects. Later,

we visited the students of the Grade 7 and 8 classroom at the Northern Lights Academy to

talk with students, answer questions about our research, and explore what ICTs students

would like to see in their community. Through simple interactions such as these, our team

members began building relationships with community members. Many of the students

from this classroom attended the Open House later that day with their families.

• July 2018 - Teaching computer skills at the Rigolet Summer Science Camp: While

in Rigolet over the summer of 2018, a local Science Camp was being run for youth within

the community. We were asked to visit the camp to talk about computer science and to

discuss software and hardware integration, and how it is used in every-day life. We had

campers build simple circuits using Elenco Snap Circuit Junior set such as an alarm clock

that rings when it senses light and a thermometer that shows the current temperature on

a Liquid Crystal Display.

• March 2019 - Teaching computer skills and music at the Northern Lights

Academy: During the last opportunity the RIAI research team was in Rigolet, three

members of our team returned to the Northern Lights Academy once again to visit the

Grade 7 Science classroom to instruct two classes. The first session had students utilizing

a number of MicroBit microcomputers that the school had recently acquired but had not

received training with. Students learned the basics of hardware components such as sensors

and peripherals before building and programming their own primitive Flappy Bird game on

an LED dot matrix display with hardware buttons. The second session had students using

the python-based web framework Flask with basic HTML to build and deploy a website.

Over our lunch period we had the prilege of participating in other school activities, such as a

school-wide sing-along (Morris, 2019). Our team received positive feedback and invitations

to return from faculty members and students alike, and recognized increased engagement

in our research from community members.

2.4 Phase 2: Design of the RIAI measurement system

The second phase in our methodological process was to take our learned information both from the

community and from our literature review to begin designing the RIAI measurement system. Our

team leveraged Agile methodologies by creating quick iterations of beta prototypes before finally

developing the alpha versions. This required extensive software tests and multiple development
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iterations before the first RIAI-tester was able to be developed and deployed. Before any testing or

development was even considered, our team spent much time reviewing our design considerations.

Due to the remoteness of the community, consistent tests of prototypes could not be completed.

Therefore, the majority of the design and development of the RIAI software was completed at

the University of Guelph within a customized intranet which throttled internet connections to 2

Mbps download and upload. Stabilized prototypes were then taken to the community every four

to eight months.

Our primary design goal was to design the necessary software and hardware to collect a

longitudinal sample of frequent internet speed measurements from multiple dispersed locations

within the community. The data collected from our measurement system needed to, at the very

least, measure the download speeds and upload speeds measured in Megabits per second (Mbps),

and the Round-Trip Delay time (RTT) measured in milliseconds using the UNIX-timestamp (see

Section 1.5). The dataset produced by our system also included metadata about collection results,

including the; IP addresses, timestamp, information about measurement devices, and the location

within the community.

On top of this main design goal, our team also prioritized the steady dissemination of the

dataset and its analysis. Community members were eager to have access to their datasets and to

better understand what the consistent results of the study meant for their internet connection.

With this in mind, our system included a method of not only sharing the raw data from each test

device with their respective volunteers but also more easily digestible summaries of their results

(see Section 2.7). Finally, the system included an automated method of analyzing the data, so

that results can more easily be extracted from the dataset as more records are added. The system

was designed such that it’s collection and results were non-disruptive, non-extractive, and could

not harm the livelihoods of community members. We emphasized building a system that was

both cost-effective and had a minimal effect on the speeds of the network in the community. Each

RIAI system iteration was built such that they did not release any private information and data

were unable to be traced back to participants. As noted by community members, it was also of

importance for each deployment of RIAI software to be stable, maintainable, and modular. The

more the device went down or required maintenance, the less reliable the data would become.

With our design considerations in mind, and the need to balance security, access and

maintainability, we chose to divide the RIAI software suite into three distinct packages; RIAI-

tester, RIAI-disseminator, and RIAI-analyzer. This modular division of the software simplified

the development process, streamlined software maintenance, and allowed us to split the software

across hardware in differing locations. Splitting the software in this way also allowed us to easily

share results with volunteers and community members throughout each step of the initiative
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and increased general understanding of the system for a non-technical audience. A simplified

breakdown of the RIAI system can be seen in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: A diagram of the RIAI system depicting the path of measurement data
from testing hardware through to the RIAI-disseminator and RIAI-analyzer.

RIAI-tester was designed to be loaded onto customized hardware and deployed into

participants’ households where it could discretely perform data transmission measurements against

a preconfigured test server at regular intervals throughout the day. The daily results of these

measurements were compiled on the hardware and uploaded to a cloud-based data storage system.

We chose to use a cloud-based data storage system to reduce the technical skills required for

volunteers to access the raw data results from the device installed in their home. The repository

containing the results from each hardware monitor was shared with their respective research

participant1. The rest of our software was then loaded onto a secure, stable and accessible

server where the results of each RIAI-tester were be consolidated and cleaned. Cleaned results for

each tester were collected by RIAI-disseminator twice a week where they were transformed into

1For more information on RIAI-tester, hardware monitors or our cloud-based data storage system, please see
Section 2.5.
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interactive graphs and uploaded to a respective website which can be viewed by each participant

(see Section 2.7). Finally, RIAI-analyzer could be manually initiated to extract and analyze various

measures and representations of Rigolet’s internet performance and access. Results were also

analyzed against other existing and collected datasets to find correlated variables (see Section 2.8).

2.5 Phase 3: RIAI-tester development

2.5.1 Version 0.1

While in Rigolet in August of 2017, the team implemented a quick and cheap method of logging

broadband speeds in our Bed and Breakfast. One of our team members, Dr. Jason Ernst had

brought a small single-board computer called a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B with him along with a

WiFi Universal Serial Bus (USB) adapter. These pieces of hardware provided a medium for our

team to connect to permissible Wireless Local Area Networks to run scripts and software. Dr.

Ernst quickly developed a customized internet measurement package and loaded it onto our Pi,

which was retrospectively dubbed the RIAI-tester version 0.1 (v0.1).

Version 0.1 was written in PHP and used the iPerf speed testing and server tool (see

Section 1.5.1) to securely record upload speeds in Mbps, download speeds in Mbps, and RTT

in milliseconds. These records were collected and securely sent to a MySQL database set up on

Amazon Web Services (AWS) every 10 minutes starting at midnight daily. The iPerf speed tests

were performed using a customized off-net server loaded with the iPerf server library on a Debian

GNU/Linux virtual machine. Using our own server as opposed to a publicly available one allowed

us to minimize the effects of traffic which could distort speeds. Our team initially intended on

version 0.1 of the RIAI-tester being a temporary but useful glimpse at the relative speeds occurring

within the community while we were away. However, its simplicity and modularity ended up

proving to be a powerful method of collecting data. Unfortunately, version 0.1 reported extended

periods with speeds of zero which disagreed with what was reported by our community research

lead. Given its propensity to report false negatives, version 0.1 was ultimately decommissioned

in January of 2018.

2.5.2 Version 0.2

Given that version 0.1 of the RIAI-tester was arguably more of a proof-of-concept than a prototype

- our team spent very little time in the design phase, and ultimately missed many important design

considerations. With the relative (though short-lived) success of our proof-of-concept, our team

began the process of designing the next iteration of the RIAI-tester. In July of 2018, Version
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0.2 of the software was completed. It was quite similar to its predecessor with the inclusion

of some bugs that were later identified and removed. V0.2 solved many of the instability and

false-negative problems reported in v0.1 through switching to the Speedtest-CLI testing platform

and using CAT5 cables as opposed to WiFi connections. A more detailed description of its

configuration is explained in Section 2.5.3. A single v0.2 RIAI-tester was deployed in Rigolet in

July of 2018 to test its accuracy and stability over a long period of time. By late 2018, it was

apparent that slow or inconsistent internet speeds in the community were affecting the script’s

ability to upload its daily data causing entire days to be missing from the dataset. The inclusion

of basic file caching and transmission confirmations were the final critical bug fixes within the

development of the RIAT version 1.0.

2.5.3 Version 1.0

After receiving results from our early-software tests, our team had enough information to begin

the first stable version of the RIAI-tester. It should be noted, that this does not necessarily

represent the best or final design of the system, but instead the design that best fit reports

from the community so far. Continued development plans on RIAI-tester software are explored

further in Chapter 4. This version of the RIAI-tester used the Speedtest Command Line

Interface (Speedtest-CLI) configured to test on a designated test server, specifically server host

speedtest.bellaliant.net:8080 with the id #3908 located in Saint John, NB. This is the

closest available server to Rigolet and is managed by Bell Aliant. For the first stable release of

RIAI-tester, our team chose to test on only one server to mitigate potential impacts on internet

speeds for participants. Testing on this server produces faster results than a server located further

away which will be more representative of the fastest service a community member may be able

to receive. There were several benefits of using Speedtest-CLI over a service such as iPerf or the

MLab NDT in the first stable release of RIAI-tester. First and foremost, Speedtest-CLI is perhaps

the most commonly used command-line tool for simple measurements, is incredibly stable and

very simple to use. It is commonly used to measure general download and upload speeds to a

‘generic internet host’ instead of advanced TCP and UDP measurements between hosts, which is

more suitable for this initiative. We used Speedtest-CLI to measure download and upload speeds

measured in Mbps as well as RTT, IP address and relative UNIX timestamp.

RIAI-tester v1.0 consisted of two primary programs each initiated using the Linux software

utility ‘cron‘. The first jon performed by ‘cron‘ called a bash script entitled RIAI-T toCSV.sh

every 20 minutes, which set filepath parameters, created a directory for speedtest results and

called the Python program speedtest.py. The speedtest Python script called the speedtest-cli

measurement tool and logged the resulting download speed, upload speed, and RTT as well as the
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IP and MAC address of its hardware to a .csv file. This program records its successes and errors in

a log file located in the project’s primary directory, as will each other piece of software described

in this methodology. The second ‘cron‘ job then called the bash script RIAI-T uploader.sh

each night at 3:00 AM Atlantic Standard Time. This time was noted to have the highest

speeds in our preliminary testing, which may be indicative of lower community usage. The

RIAI-T uploader.sh program first attempted to upload the daily .csv file to a Dropbox directory

named after each devices respective MAC address, creating one if one does not exist.

The primary reasoning for utilizing Dropbox as our initial storage for raw data was two-fold.

First, we wanted the primary server that the hardware devices communicated with to be accessible

and usable by all participants. This way each volunteer could explicitly have access to the raw

data that were leaving their homes instead of our analysis of it. Second, Dropbox is fairly cost-

effective, expandable and most importantly, almost always online. If the upload to Dropbox was

not initially successful, RIAI-T uploader.sh sent the .csv file to a caching directory. If, however,

the upload was successful it deletes the loaded .csv file and recursively calls itself using the name

of the first file in the caching directory. Uploaded .csv files are typically no larger than 4 KB per

day, meaning over 600 years of measurement data would still be less than 1 Gb. Compressing

these files was briefly explored, however due to the lack of compressable patterns in the files other

than timestamps, this provided little size reduction. To view the code for RIAI with obfuscated

credentials and certificates, see Appendix 4.1.

In August of 2018, two version 1.0 RIAI-tester hardware monitors were deployed in separate

locations within Rigolet using the Raspberry Pi B+ microcomputer. By March of 2019, these

test monitors were still running flawlessly, had successfully reported their daily measurements and

required no maintenance. It was clear at this time that this iteration was stable enough to be

released for alpha testing to participants in the community and therefore to be officially dubbed

version 1.0.

2.5.4 Hardware

One of the design considerations for our initiative was that the broadband measurements were

consistent and accurate. Controlling variables such as the connection speed of the client’s network

interface card and the effects of external factors on connection speeds would help to isolate the

download speeds, uploads speeds and RTT available to the testing server. For this reason, we

chose to use a consistent hardware monitoring device as opposed to utilizing devices such as local

cell phones or computers, and to connect hardware monitors directly to participant’s routers using

a cable to reduce the impacts from external signals.
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The search for potential hardware devices quickly ended in early 2018 after our team was

able to source 13 version 1 B+ Raspberry Pi microcomputers from the University of Guelph’s

School of Computer Science. The first-generation Raspberry Pi B+ features an ARM1176JZF-S

700 MHz processing unit with and 512 MB of RAM. The boards include two USB 2.0 ports

for peripherals, a MicroUSB port for power, an HDMI port for audio-visuals, a 3.5 mm phone

jack for analog audio, a MicroSDHC adapter, and most importantly a 10/100 Mbit/s Ethernet

port. While far from powerful for today’s standards of computing, these specifications were more

than suitable for our initiative in Rigolet. Each device also came with an 8 GB MicroSD card

but required the purchase of a USB charging block rated for 5 volts and 2.1 amps, a USB to

MicroUSB cable, and Cat5 cable. The entire contents of the RIAI-tester hardware kit can be

seen in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: A breakdown of the hardware and peripherals included in the RIAI tester
hardware kit.

To load each Raspberry Pi with the first version of RIAI-tester, we started by using a computer

with the software Etcher to flash the Operating System (OS) onto the MicroSD card. Raspbian

Lite, a version of Debian Stretch with Linux Kernel 1.4 was used. The interfacing options of

the OS were then switched on before the card was inserted. Secure Shell (SSH) was used to

connect to each Pi, edit their credentials and download the required software using apt-get.
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RIAI required the installation of python-pip and speedtest-cli as well as the download of

RIAI version 1.0 and the Dropbox Uploader tool. The Dropbox Uploader tool is a bash script

developed by Andrea Fabrizi available under the GNU v3.0 General Public License, which can be

used to upload to and download from Dropbox directories from command line interfaces. The

Dropbox Uploader tool was then set up using its quick and straightforward setup wizard. Finally,

appropriate write permissions were given to the script before adding the two previously described

cron jobs to the Operating Systems crontab. The respective Raspberry Pi could then be reset

before being placed into an anti-static bag to protect it from electrostatic discharge. This setup

process was performed for each of the available Pis which totaled in 13 RIAI-tester hardware kits.

2.6 Phase 4: Deployment and maintenance of RIAI-tester

hardware monitors

The fourth phase of the RIAI consisted of all methods that occurred during the deployment

or ongoing maintenance of the RIAI-tester hardware monitors. Of the 13 prepared RIAI-tester

hardware kits, two kits were already being used in Rigolet during the testing cycle, one kit stayed

at the University of Guelph for continued testing and ten new kits were sent to Rigolet. Our team

delivered the kits to our community-based research partner in late March of 2018 and provided a

brief tutorial on setting up the hardware monitors, which consisted simply of first plugging in the

Cat5 cable to a participant’s router, then using the Micro-USB cable and charging block to plug

the Pi into a wall outlet. Server credentials were also shared among the internal members of the

research team. Our community-based research partner then used an online public forum to reach

out to community members asking for initial volunteers for the initiative. Eight participating

households were selected and delivered a hardware kit along with an honorarium, namely a $50

gift certificate to the local grocery store. Participants were provided a pamphlet describing the

project and providing contact information for team members as well as the URLs to view their

raw data as well as their interactive graph. Volunteers were asked whether they wanted to provide

an email address to receive updates about the project or to reach out with questions or concerns.

It was assured to all participating parties that the devices were safe, secure and were not capable

of viewing the contents of sent or received data packets.

On April 6th, 2019 the two RIAI-tester hardware monitors that had initially been set up in

the community were updated from RIAI-tester v0.2 to v1.0. Two days later on April 8th, our

community-based research partner visited the homes of each of the eight volunteers to set up their

hardware monitors. Unfortunately, after this initial deployment, it was found that two hardware

monitors had stopped working sometime in transit to the community and one monitor stopped
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uploading reports within a week of deployment. After checking with the household, it seems that

the latter device had simply been accidentally unplugged and was quickly back in operation. The

other two devices were collected and tested to better understand the device’s faults. On June 5th,

2018, the two extra RIAI-tester hardware monitors were deployed into the households to replace

the faulty devices. By this time data files were being uploaded daily from each of the eleven

deployed devices, one of which was the control monitor. During the second week of August 2019,

three of the eleven monitors stopped transmitting data. After communicating with community

members, it became apparent that an electrical storm had passed through the community which

had damaged a number of unprotected electronic devices in the process. Without additional Pis

immediately available within the community, these hardware devices were not replaced.

2.7 Phase 5: Continuous dissemination of RIAI-tester

results

To provide participants with consistent updates on the results of their RIAI-tester hardware

monitor in an easily digestible manner, the RIAI-disseminator tool was implemented. RIAI-

disseminator is a software package that was loaded onto a privately-owned server located in

Guelph, On. A cron job loaded onto the server called the package once a week on Thursday at

12:00 AM Eastern Standard Time. The package began by calling RIAI-D downloader.sh,

a bash script that downloaded all the raw data available in the Dropbox directory of each

Raspberry Pi, automatically skipping over existing or unmodified files. The package then called

RIAI-D cleanCSV.py, a program that added a date column to data, checked for Non-Applicable

(NA) values which may interfere with graphing, and renamed files based on sortable date values.

The RIAI-D mergeCSV.py program consolidated the daily data files for each Pi into a single file

and sorts the records based on date and time. RIAI-D plotGen.py is then called which loads

the data file of each Pi into a dataframe and produces charts using the Plotly graphing library.

Plotly is able to quickly represent the dataframe as an HTML file that includes an interactive line

graph with time on the X-axis and Mbps on the Y-axis, and plots upload speeds as an orange

line and download speeds as a blue line. The file allows for real-time interaction with the graph

using included tools such as zooming, panning, scaling and averaging (see Figure 2.4). Finally,

RIAI-D uploader.sh uploads the resulting HTML file back to Dropbox as well as to a GitHub

repository set up for the project. This GitHub repository was setup using GitHub pages, which

meant visiting the files under a specific URL would render the file instead of reading it.

Upon deploying a RIAI-tester hardware device in a participant’s home, they were provided

with the URL of the Dropbox directory which contained the raw data from their device as
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Figure 2.4: An example image of the graphic available to each participant to view
and interact with the data from their RIAI-tester hardware monitor. This example is
zoomed into the data points between June 27th and July 1st, 2018

well as the URL of the GitHub Pages file which contained their interactive graph. On multiple

occasions throughout the research, participants inquired about their graphs and shared the results

from their monitors on their Facebook pages. In general, this was found to be a simple and

streamlined method of setting up a website where participants could both view and interact with

their broadband data each week. Upon completion of the analysis from the alpha testing period

covered in this document - a report will be produced both in English and Inuktitut summarizing

our findings and inferences to disseminate within Rigolet and across Nunatsiavut.

2.8 Phase 6: Analysis of dataset

The sixth phase of the Rigolet Internet Assessment Initiative’s pilot consisted of thoroughly

analyzing the resulting dataset. Analyses included producing a number of summary statistics

and plots, and beginning to identify independent variables. This phase marked an opportunity
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to better understand the continued results of the RIAI-testers before returning to Rigolet for

updates. All analyses were performed on a Macbook Pro with a 2.7 Intel Core i5 processor

and 16 Gb of DDR3 memory, running macOS 10.14.5. As the analysis grew more complex, the

RIAI-analyzer was developed; a package built to extract a variety of statistical figures from the

output data from RIAI-testers. While the package can be run as a single entity, it also holds a

multitude of BASH, Python and R programs that can each be individually used. Python was used

for cleaning, consolidating, and graphing of data, R was used for any analysis, Excel leveraged for

some graphics and BASH to wrap the programs into a single tool. These programs are subdivided

into three distinct directories: Cleaner, summaryAnalysis, predictorAnalysis, which will each be

discussed in detail within this section. The programs and their hierarchy within RIAI-Analyzer

can be view in Appendix 4.1.

Before any true analysis of the dataset could commence, we first had to prepare it, also

known as data cleansing. While each RIAI-tester monitor performed broadband measurement

at the same frequency, they did not do so at the same time or during the same range. This

meant the UNIX timestamps of measurements between files would not match. To solve this

RIAI-A-C timeBound.py was created which output new csv files that sorted the measurement

times of records into timestamps with the minute values 5, 25, or 45. RIAI-A-C merger.py was

then created to produce a .csv file with UNIX timestamps of these values from the earliest date

of an RIAI-tester record to the latest date. The data from each pi could then properly be joined

into a single consolidated file which was named RIAIMaster.csv.

2.8.1 Summary statistics

As recognized in Section 1.5.3.2 as well as in our methodological considerations, it was a priority

to not oversimplify our summary statistics. With this in consideration, several analyses were

performed on both the data over each day and also over each device. These analyses were executed

by Python3 programs within the summaryAnalysis directory. The program RIAI-A-S pi.py

logged notable values and measured many statistics on the series of data from each RIAI-tester

then output the results to a .csv file. Logged values and statistics included: MAC address,

Start date (UNIX timestamp), End date (UNIX timestamp), number of records, number of null

records, as well as the geometric mean, arithmetic mean, median, maximum, standard deviation,

variation, and skew of the download speeds (in Mbps), upload speeds (in Mbps) and RTT (in

milliseconds). A similar program named RIAI-A-S date.py logged these values to a separate

.csv file instead sourced from the data from each available timestamp. At this time it was

recognized that the RIAI-tester hardware monitor that had been deployed at one of the locations
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was reporting speeds twice as fast as other monitors. After communicating with our community-

based research lead and the respective participant, it was found that this location was purchasing

two internet packages monthly. To mitigate the effects that this outlier would have on the data,

these data were removed from the master dataset. Finally, just so all summary statistic values

for the dataset were calculated – the outputs of these files were summarized once again using

the arithmetic mean, median, maximum, standard deviation, variation and skew values by the

program entitled RIAI-A-S full.py.

To find the appropriate measure to use as a representative of the average from the data over

each measurement period and device, we first needed to better understand the distribution of the

respective data. Specifically, if the data followed a Gaussian (also known as ‘normal’) distribution

and had a sample size larger than 25 than the arithmetic mean was used. To calculate whether

the device data did not follow a normal distribution, the D’Agostino-Pearson normality test was

used (D’agostino et al., 1990). This test was suitable as we did not know the true distributional

properties, nor did we have a sample size larger than the minimum of 20 to perform a kurtosis

test. The D’Agostino-Pearson normality test computes the skewness and kurtosis of the data to

quantify how far the distribution’s shape and symmetry are from Gaussian. It then calculates the

differential between these values and the expected values of a normal distribution and computes

a single ‘p’ value from the sum of these discrepancies. The D’Agostino-Pearson test is widely

considered a versatile and powerful normality test – though it should be noted that it can come

in a variety of flavours. In our methods, the ‘omnibus K2’ D’Agostino test was leveraged through

the use of the scipy.stats.normaltest function (SciPy Reference Guide, 2019). This function

tests the null hypothesis that “the data is derived from a normal distribution” and outputs the

results. The normality test was also added to the .csv outputs from the RIAI-A-S date.py and

RIAI-A-S pi.py programs.

2.8.2 Analysis of explanatory variables

The next series of analyses conducted by our team related to the community’s recommendations

of explanatory variables which may influence the quality of the internet connection within Rigolet.

Our aim for these analyses was not to build a predictive model of download speeds, upload speeds

or RTT in Rigolet, but rather to simply begin identifying explanatory variables. Results from our

planning phase indicated that temporal variables such as season, day of the week, or time of day

and environmental variables such as temperature, humidity, precipitation, weather type and wind

(both speed and direction) might affect local internet speeds. Within our current dataset, three

criterion variables can be modelled: download speed (Mbps), Upload speed (Mbps), and RTT

(Mbps). Therefore, each figure and set of analyses were performed three times in total, once per
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each explanatory variable. Our team leveraged the usage R, Python, Bash and Excel to build

graphics and perform univariate linear regression analyses to identify explanatory variables.

2.8.2.1 Temporal analyses

As the data were measured over time, a number of temporal analyses were used not only to

identify explanatory variables, but also to visually represent the data in graphics. Due to the

small number of broadband samples at a given time, mean scores may be artificially inflated or

deflated by outliers. Alternatively, a median score will be unduly influenced by the small sample

size – for this reason, we chose to include the geometric mean to represent the average internet

speeds between all devices on a given day. The measurements from each device as well as the

geometric mean values on each day were plotted overtime for the duration of the project. As

there were simply too many data points to visualize, the data were resampled using the mean over

each day for graphing. The plots were produced using the RIAI-A-S visualizer.py program

which utilized the ‘matplotlib’ library.

These graphics allowed us to get a generalized view of the data over time but do not highlight

the effects that specific periods may have on the criterion variables. For temporal explanatory

variables, we can separate timestamps into hours within the day, days in a week, and months

in a year. Unfortunately, we lacked data that spanned enough months to perform an accurate

monthly analysis; however, day of week and hour of day analyses could be performed. To better

represent how internet measurements were distributed across days of the week, calendar heatmap

figures were created with the hue of each square corresponding to its respective download speeds,

upload speeds and RTT. These figures were created by taking the arithmetic mean of the download

speeds, upload speeds and RTT for each day. The maximum and minimum daily averages were

then used to identify the appropriate colour gradient. A box grid template for the dates which

the pilot ran was produced using Excel and each daily cell was then mapped to its corresponding

cell. Next, box-and-whisker plots were created using our previously generated summary statistics

with ‘matplotlib‘ to display download speed, upload speed, and RTT measurements over the days

of the week and hours of the day. These figures allowed for visual inspection of temporal trends

and outliers. To identify the statistical significance of these temporal variablesrs, a univariate

regression analysis was used, as will be explored in Section 2.8.2.3.

2.8.2.2 Environmental analyses

The first step in identifying potential environmental explanatory variables of download speeds,

upload speeds and Round Trip Time was collecting accurate environmental data for the region.

Unfortunately, there were no publicly available datasets from a weather station within Rigolet
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that corresponded to our measurement period. However, the Government of Canada’s Climate

Dataset included data from weather stations in Makkovik which is approximately 112 km North

of Rigolet and Cartwright which is around 107 km South-East. The datasets included the hourly

measurements of variables such as temperature (°C), humidity (%), and wind speed (km/h). The

dataset also included some measures of weather type (snowy, rainy, etc.) and air pressure, but the

majority of these values were null. As the data were only available as files per day, downloading

the entire dataset for these dates required building a small bash script which looped through each

day and month, downloading the files from the appropriate URL (see Appendix 4.1).

Once the environmental data had been collected, it still needed to be cleaned so it could be

analyzed against the RIAI dataset. Data from the RIAI-testers was in twenty-minute intervals

whereas the data from the Climate Dataset was in one-hour intervals. Thankfully in the temporal

analysis, Python programs were built for graphing which included changing the frequency of each

data field. These programs were able to be reconfigured to create RIAI-A-R merger.py as part

of the predictorAnalysis directory. RIAI-A-R merger.py calculated and logged the geometric

mean of the RIAI entries per hour. It then produced unique headers for each weather station’s

dataset and joined each of them to the RIAI set based on their records datetimes. Next, the

average value from each dataset was recorded to generate an estimated value for the temperature

(°C), relative humidity (%) and wind speed (km/h) in Rigolet. While this method may not be

the most accurate depiction of the weather in Rigolet, it allowed us to fill some holes in the

current data and leverage regionally available datasets. Much like the temporal analyses explored

previously, we used these measures of explanatory variables to generate calendar heatmap figures

before using them as explanatory variables within our linear regression analyses.

2.8.2.3 Univariate Linear Regression

To understand the statistical significance of both temporal and environmental explanatory

variables on download speeds, upload speeds, and RTT in the community, univariate linear

regression analyses were used. Linear regression aims to model a variable Y as a mathematical

function of one (univariate) or more (multivariate) X variables, which can be generalized as

follows:

Y = β1 + β2X + ε (2.1)

where the coefficients, β1 is the intercept and β2 is the slope, and ε is the error term, the

part of Y the regression model is unable to explain. Through contrasting models with differing

coefficients for our various explanatory variables X in Equation 2.1, we can identify indicators
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that better model our criterion variables. However, before any linear regression analyses could be

performed, we first needed to check a few key assumptions, namely: large enough sample size,

removal of superficial outliers, normal distribution, and homoscedasticity.

While there is no specific minimum for the sample size, ideally this value is at least 25 cases per

independent variable. Each collection of variables satisfied this requirement except for performing

linear regressions over each month, as only 8 months’ worth of data were collected. Outliers were

manually identified with the aid of software tools such as the aforementioned box-whisker plots

and associated quartile analyses. Points that existed outside of Tukey’s fence, defined as values

below Q1−1.5(Q3−Q1) or above Q3+1.5(Q3−Q1) were identified and examined. In the case of

environmental variables, all of these measurements were discarded. For our RIAI data, however,

values beneath the lower fence of download and upload speeds, and above the upper fence of

RTT, represented periods where the internet was inaccessible and were therefore included within

our analyses.

Normality of DLMean, ULMean, and RTTMean was evaluated using the Shapiro Wilkes

normality test available from the MASS package in R. The Shapiro Wilkes test checks the probable

validity of the null hypothesis that the data resembles a normal distribution. This test output

p-values of less than 2.2e−16 for each of our criterion variables, meaning the null hypothesis that

our data follow a normal distribution was rejected. Before moving forward with our regression

analyses these variables were transformed to more closely resemble a normal distribution. Due

to the prevalence of zero values that could not be removed, a Box-Cox transformation was

insufficient, instead, a Yeo Johnson transformation was used to find a suitable lambda value to

exponentially raise our criterion variables respectively. Functions used for normality transformation

were derived from the bestNormalize package from within CRAN in R. The lambda values for

ULMean and DLMean were each 4.99 whereas the lambda value for RTTMean was 3.86. Running

normality tests after transformation resulted in p-values between 1.2e−06 and 1.8e−08 for each

of our criterion variables. These values still reject the hypothesis of normal distribution but are

much closer than without a Yeo Johnson transformation. The inability to easily transform the

data into normality is mostly due to the large amount of zero values that are tending the data

towards a bimodal and non-linear distribution. This indicates that non-linear models would likely

produce more accurate response estimates for our dataset. However, the linear models produced

using our current data will still indicate which explanatory variables may influence our criterion,

these values will simply be a better fit to the speeds of internet when available, not predictors of

when the network is down.

With our assumptions checked against, were almost prepared to run univariate regressions

to identify potential explanatory variables for our download speeds, uploads speeds and RTT in
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Rigolet. First, though, we considered the intercept and dummy variables that might be calculated

for each explanatory variable based on Equation 2.1. Categorical values such as day of week and

time of day do not have null values and are therefore unable to test for the presence of the

explanatory variable. Instead, this regression explores the pairwise difference between explanatory

variable categories, with one category selected as the referent. For the day of week, Wednesday

was selected as a reference value as it’s mean upload speeds, download speeds, and RTT were

closest to the global means of the dataset. Wednesday also lands halfway through the work-week,

as was hypothesized to be least affected by weekend broadband traffic (should it be present).

The time of day, 24:00 was selected as the referent due to it being the transitionary time between

days, as well as being hypothesized as a time less affected by local traffic anomalies during the

planning stages of our research.

The linear model function in R was then leveraged to perform a regression with each of

our explanatory variables against each of our criterion variables powered to their respective

lambda values. The R function outputs the p-values for each explanatory variable to test the null

hypothesis that the values are not statistically significant in predicting the criterion. The function

also outputs four plots used to visually check the validity and fit of the model. The residual

vs fitted plot was used to check the linear relationship assumption. A horizontal line, with a

slight increase near zero, was recognized as a fair fit given our prevalent 0 values in the criterion.

The Normal Q-Q plot was used to examine whether residuals were normally distributed, in all

cased this tended towards a straight line. Finally, the scale-location plot was used to check the

homogeneity of variance of the residuals, also known as the homoscedasticity of the fit. Similarly

to the residual vs fitted plots, after transformation, these tended towards a horizontal line with

an increase near zero. After confirming that no issues were recognized in the plots, we could log

the p-value of each explanatory variable to reject the statistical significance of some variables or

categories. For significant explanatory variables, we can examine the β values estimated by our

linear model to see whether there is a positive or negative influence.
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3 Design outcomes: results and analysis

The Rigolet Internet Assessment Initiative has the broad goals of both aiding in a stronger

understanding of data transmission in Rigolet and contributing to the call for stronger rural,

community-led internet assessment initiatives in Canada. With these goals in mind, our results

are quite broad and can be split into two major categories: the first being the methodological

process that contributed to a stronger and more tailored community-based initiative; and the

second, the resulting dataset, figures, and analyses. The design outcomes within this chapter

present themselves as far more than just the vehicle towards a dataset. They represent all

the realized outcomes of our research, including datasets, analysis, tool development, increased

knowledge and capacity, partnerships, and processes that occurred along the way.

3.1 Methodological results

The planning, development, pilot, and by corollary the results of the Rigolet Internet Assessment

Initiative were all guided by the methodological considerations outlined in Section 3.2. These

considerations had deep-rooted effects on our research and helped progress the RIAI pilot towards

outcomes which are valued to all stakeholders. Most notably we strove to include and consider:

the Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami’s research priorities, participatory design methods, and software design

methodologies for quick and iterative prototyping. Instead of integrating a single strategy, our

team leveraged a combination of specific methods and guidelines from each of these strategies

to be better tailored to our project and the community. The following sections provide a general

overview of the outcomes that resulted from these considerations.

3.1.1 Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami research guidelines

The first methodological considerations made throughout our initiative were derived from the

Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami guidelines for research based on Inuit Lands. The adoption of this broad

set of guidelines, described in Section 2.2.1, had important outcomes in our initiative. While

many of these results are potentially less concrete than the final dataset, they are arguably of

greater importance and serve truly as the foundation of which a successful internet assessment

initiative on Inuit Lands is built. Much like the ITK guidelines themselves, the results can be

divided into 5 major categories:
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• ITK priority #1: Advance Inuit governance in research. Inuit governance, control

and participation played a vital role in our research. This priority was not only the first

priority of the ITK guidelines but also an explicit priority within our Nunatsiavut Government

research approval, our Participatory Design considerations and our partnership with the

community. Consistent communication with our community research leader, the Rigolet

Inuit Community Government, and community members were utilized to better tailor our

research process and methods to the needs of the community. In addition to our explicit

declarations of governance and ownership, we engaged in activities to promote this priority.

Our 3 open-houses described in Section 2.3.1 served as opportunities for community

members to provide feedback on problems to consider and methods of enhancing the

initiative. Bi-weekly meetings with our community leader helped to ensure that all our team

members were working collaboratively towards Inuit governed goals. These considerations

resulted in an increased ability to adapt our research methodologies and collected variables

to ones that better integrate with the already substantial body of Inuit Knowledge. Results

from this priority range from decisions such as: to engage the community through open

houses and how to properly host them; and far beyond.

• ITK priority #2: Enhance the ethical conduct of research. The Rigolet Internet

Assessment Initiative took time to consider the ethical implication of all of our decisions

and actions in an effort to maximize benefit and minimize harm. A necessary step in

this priority was our application for research approval from the Nunatsiavut Government

Research Advisory Committee, the Research Ethics Board of the University of Guelph,

and Memorial University’s Health Research Ethics Board (see Appendix 4.1). As a result of

these approvals, we also received extra tools and resources to better support ethical research.

For example, each member of our research team that was not from the community was

required to take the Tri-Council Policy Statement Course on Research Ethics and provide

certificates to all involved ethics boards. Valuable conditions were placed on our research

around what activities could be performed and how that information could be utilized,

shared, or published. For example, we’ve only included a sample of the collected dataset

within this publication and omitted information that could be used to identify participants.

By identifying and strictly abiding by these research conditions put forth by committees

advocating ethical research from differing vantage points, we were able to reduce harm and

maximize benefit with more confidence.
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• ITK priority #3: Align funding with Inuit research priorities. Throughout our

research, significant efforts were put towards both acquiring funding and aligning that

funding with Rigolet’s research priorities. Resources needed for research such as hardware,

travel costs, costs related to open houses, and paid time of the projects community research

leader were derived from external resources such as university or student research based

grants. This priority resulted in less extractive research methods, and supported the rest of

our priorities, such as building capacity within the community.

• ITK priority #4: Ensure Inuit access, ownership, and control over data and

information. A significant objective of the Rigolet Internet Assessment Initiative pilot was

to collect and compile measurements of internet speeds within Rigolet. Given the sensitivity

of these data, our team was committed to ensuring Inuit access, ownership, and control over

their data. The project’s NGRAC approval specified that: each volunteering party retained

full rights to revoke their data, portions of their data or their participation in the research;

the RICG retained ownership over the compiled dataset; and Nunatsiavut Government

retained control over it’s usage and dissemination. This cascading and distributed model of

ownership, control, and access was well suited for cloud storage solutions. The consideration

of this priority resulted in all RIAI data being centrally stored in separate Dropbox directories.

Each of these directories was co-owned by the respective volunteer housing the device as

well as the research administrators as agreed upon within the NGRAC research approval

(see Appendix 4.1). Permissions to each of these datasets was dynamically set based on

the needs of the volunteers, the community, and the Nunatsiavut Government. Data pulled

for analysis was anonymized and stored on the private drives of research team members.

These decisions also directly contributed to our resulting RIAI system. For example,

RIAI hardware devices did not have access to an open network port, meaning they could

not be accessed remotely. This reduced the risk of data loss to malicious parties and

guaranteed that access to the hardware device was only made available to the volunteer

as well as individuals with access to their household. The code running on each device

was made available on GitHub such that interested parties could examine the intricacies of

the software running within their network should they be so inclined. Our team was also

committed to the consistent dissemination, and accessibility of our data. The ease of access

to this data reduced the overhead required for stakeholders to participate and extract value

from our research. In general, this priority resulted in a more modular and secure system,

that better allowed for non-standard models of ownership, access, and control over data.
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• ITK priority #5: Build capacity in Inuit Nunangat research

From the outcomes of our dataset to our software solutions, our process to our

partnerships, and our research methodologies to engagement activities, each of our activities

was designed and delivered with the purpose of increasing capacity within and even outside

of the community of Rigolet. When time permitted, members of our team took the

opportunity to participate in engagement and educational activities, and found these to

be a large source of both building a stronger capacity for our team’s goals to be aligned

with the goals of Inuit Nunangat, but also to share our experiences and knowledge to

support the increasing research capacities for the community at large. The community

engagement pieces explored in Section 2.3.2 were far more than simply an opportunity to

engage in community activities, they were opportunities to share, grow, and learn both as

individuals, as a research team, and as a community. Seemingly innocuous activities in

which our team participated, such as our involvement in activities at the Northern Lights

Academy, often had cascading results for both the capacity of this research and community

members (See Figure 3.1). Connections and opportunities made during these activities are

still being explored past the boundaries of this research.

Our research also had a need for consistent collaboration with a paid community-based

research lead for both research guidance and administration within the community. We were

able to collaborate with an individual who was also working as a community research leader

for the eNuk project. This individual was perfectly suited for this role and was provided

full access to credentials and data of the RIAI-testers within the community. Training was

provided on how to initialize, deploy, and maintain each of these devices. Save for the

setup of the first two devices in volunteer households by myself, each of the other RIAI

monitors was set up by the research lead. The inclusion of this position was invaluable for

the research as will be later discussed, however this position also brought increased local

training and capacity.

Our open-houses and consultations served not only as opportunities to engage all

stakeholders (see next section) in research but also to disseminate new knowledge as it

was learned. The dynamic graphic of volunteers’ monitors that were updated twice weekly

also served as a means of increasing capacity in the community. On July 1st, 2019, a

conversation on Facebook commenced between members of the community discussing the

internet speeds which had declined that evening. We were able to confirm that these reports

were not simply anecdotal but were also reflected in our speed tests for that day. Average

download speeds for June 29th and July 1st were approximately 0.8 Mbps, significantly less

than usual; however, upload speeds were unaffected. There were also gaps within this period

of up to 1 hour where there was no downloadable bandwidth. While it is unclear where this
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Figure 3.1: An image of the MicroBit demonstration at the Northern Lights Academy
posted on the K1Class NLA twitter account with the caption ”Micro bits were a
great new project for the students! They really enjoyed the hands-on experience!
Thanks to @Durishn @FrazerSeymour @compscidr @DrDanielGillis @UofGComputing
@This is Left @Right Mesh! #comebackagain #interactive #technology #microbit
@NLAEagles @NLESDCA”. This image is being used with appropriate permission
from the owner and has been editted to pixelate faces of individuals under 18 years
old.

reduction of speed may have originated, due to the consistency of the measurements across

devices it is likely that this problem was introduced outside of the community. One of

our volunteers indicated that they included their graphic in an email to their local Internet

Service Provider to strengthen their plea for network stability.

Even past the increases in capacity that were recognized during this research project,

there are innumerable opportunities for increased capacity after the release of this report.

This document itself serves as an opportunity to share the knowledge that was gained, and

the lessons learned throughout the RIAI. The analytics and data produced as a result of

this research have the potential of illuminating other issues, strengthening local knowledge

and building Inuit capacity.
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3.1.2 Participatory design

As outlined in Section 2.2.2, Participatory Design (PD) methodologies attempt to involve all

users and stakeholders in all facets of the design process. Given our research goal of increasing

telecommunication knowledge and capacity within the community of Rigolet at large, it was vital

for PD methods to be consistently considered. Members of both the community and Guelph-

based research team were each included in the planning, design, development, and deployment

of the Rigolet Internet Assessment Initiative in some capacity. This section explores the direct

benefits to our primary research goal from our usage of PD methodologies and activities, including

learned knowledge from: open houses questions and conversations (Section 2.3.1), deliberation

with community research leader, and communication with other stakeholders.

Our team held three open-houses throughout the RIAI pilot, with the first being focused

on project design and deliberation and the latter two focused more heavily on project updates

and dissemination. As PD methods are specific to project design, the first open-house best

exemplified our efforts to include community stakeholders in the research. In total there were

12 community members in attendance at our first open-house that participated in the event

which featured stations from multiple research projects. The RIAI station was purposed to better

understand the current relationship between Rigolet community members and their internet.

We first asked participants to briefly describe their internet access and speeds. All 12 of these

recipients indicated that the Internet in Rigolet was slow and sporadic, some emphatically so.

This question sparked several conversions that illuminated the impacts that the poor internet had

on community members. In general, almost all participants had a story or example of how poor

internet speeds affected their every-day lives. One participant noted that whenever they wanted

to meet with other community members they had to stop to borrow WiFi from the homes of

their peers. A second participant noted, that due to the effect on their households internet,

their cohabitants “don’t even let [them] update [their] PS3 anymore”, indicating that whenever

a system update is available on the popular Playstation gaming console, the internet within the

entire community is affected. Instead of downloading updates and new games, some individuals

have started sending a USB hard-drive via plane to Goose Bay then distributing it around the

community. In general, these experiences highlight the obstacles the community members are

consistently facing due to inequitable internet access and speeds. They emphasized the vast

disparity in access to valuable services that was faced without internet access. For many of

our Guelph-based team members, these stories served as stark reminders of how deeply internet

access has permeated into our every-day lives. This was exemplified by a statement made by the

RIAI community research lead: “One time my mother had to tell a Bell rep multiple times that

there was no cellphone access in our area before she would even believe her”.
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The next talking point in our first open house asked participants if there was anything

specific that they believed affected the internet in the community. Most individuals indicated

that the internet was quite sporadic, and the entire community could lose connections for hours

or sometimes even days at a time without a finite indication as to why this may have occurred.

Within some of these conversations, the community lead noted that the time-of-day and bad

weather may impact the speeds. All of the participants that were part of a conversation where

time-of-day or bad weather were mentioned, agreed with the assertion. This accounted for 7 of

the 12 participants. Participants were also asked to provide some information on their mobile

devices. Of the 12 participants, 1 had no access to an internet-connected mobile device, 4 did

not own one personally but had access through friends or family and 7 individuals owned at least

one mobile connected device of their own. Of the 7 individuals that owned a device, all 7 owned

an Apple device with one individual owning both an Apple and Android mobile phone. This

participant explained, “I carry an iPhone on me to iMessage my boyfriend when I’ve just got

internet, and an Android when I’ve just got cell”. Unfortunately without cellular signal anywhere

in the community, iMessage is a more stable messaging service whereas in regions outside the

community where only cellular exists, SMS is the only available option. When asked if they

would be open to changing their device from Apple to Android or vice-versa if it allowed for SMS

within the community, 10 out of 12 indicated positively. The two members who were not open

to changing their device both mentioned that they need to use iMessaging in some capacity.

In addition to the open-house, much planning and deliberation was done together with

stakeholders such as the Nunatsiavut Government and our community research leader. The

guidance of the community research leader was paramount in directing the project’s design,

connecting with the appropriate parties and noting important considerations in the context of the

community. Through consultations with our community-lead, we found that out of approximately

149 dwellings, only 59 were identified as buildings with internet access with another 6 identified

as building with ‘shared’ internet access. Based on these figures, approximately 44% of the

households within the community did not have access to the internet. On two occasions,

participants reached out to our research lead with inquiries about their device that were able

to successfully resolved without a visit from outside collaborators. On one occasion the device

needed to be replaced, and on the other it the SD card needed to be replaced.

Both within the context of the RIAI and within research at large, Participatory Design methods

are not something that can be decidedly fulfilled. They are methodologies that require consistent

consideration. While the design phase of our initial pilot did result in a specific set of tools and

data, it will be visited again within the next iteration, or sprint. As reflections are made on the

pilot project, more open houses and consultations will strengthen the continued design of the
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initiative. The inclusion of PD methods strengthened our initiative in several ways, they helped

to spread and gather knowledge from our stakeholders, they illuminated the problem so we could

better design a solution and they strengthened the relationship between everyone involved in our

initiative.

3.1.3 Agile software development

The final methodological consideration made by our research team was to follow Agile software

development standards as described in Section 2.2.3. These considerations guided all software

development activities within our initiative and ultimately resulted in the development of the

RIAI-tester, RIAI-disseminator and RIAI-analyzer software suites. The functionality of each

of these systems was described briefly in Sections 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7 respectively. The most

significant benefit of utilizing Agile strategies in the design of these systems was the speed at

which we were able to produce prototypes and react to unforeseeable difficulties. Under the

waterfall, or incremental software development approach, our team would have first listed all of

the requirements for an optimal system and worked towards the release of that final version.

Unexpected problems such as the false-negatives reported in RIAI-tester version 0.1 or the lack

of caching in version 0.2 may have taken much longer to identify and fix. Instead, our team was

able to fully plan, design, develop and deploy a working prototype within our pilot.

A significant result of our software development strategy was the customizations and

modularity of our software solutions. Our project was able to leverage existing tools and

techniques to better tailor our solution to the community without being confined to a single

system. Each of our software suites are able to be run individually, allowing their use for

other purposes or projects. Unlike many other solutions, RIAI-tester utilizes caching to reduce

bandwidth load on the community, an important feature, given the already dismal speeds that

were recognized from the project deliberation stage. RIAI-tester is also built with a configuration

file allowing it to be easily transferred to other platforms. In our testing, the software ran

successfully on a Raspberry Pi running Raspbian Lite 1.4, a MacBook Pro running macOS 10.14

and a Google Pixel mobile phone running Android Pie. It should be noted that running the test

on differing devices may produce contrasting results based on their networking capacities. By

changing a single field in the RIAI-tester’s cronjob configuration, it can be configured to run at

different intervals instead of every 20 minutes. Finally, RIAI-tester can be easily configured to

send results to a number of servers or cloud storage hosts. For our pilot, Dropbox was used due

to its ubiquity and ease of use; however, this can be changed to a more accessible or more secure

solution. RIAI-tester was built for the community of Rigolet while keeping use cases for other

remote communities in mind.
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The second software suite, RIAI-disseminator was built specifically to satisfy our need to

quickly and consistently disseminate results from our initiative to the volunteers utilizing RIAI-

tester devices. This was noted as an important requirement in our project deliberation as well

as by recommendations made by PD methods and ITK research guidelines. As described in

Section 2.6, RIAI-disseminator created graphic summaries of each RIAI-testers dataset twice a

week. On top of quickly sharing results with volunteers, these graphics allowed us to more

quickly recognize anomalies in the dataset and identify problems in our measurement tools.

The use of the Plotly Python library provided extra tools to easily analyze the figure and

zoom into specific measurements. These graphics were consistently used in open houses,

presentations and consultations to better describe the resulting dataset produced from each

tester. The growing datasets visualized in these figures were as valuable in our understanding of

the telecommunications network in Rigolet as our final amalgamated community dataset.

The final software tool developed for the Rigolet Internet Assessment Initiative was the RIAI-

analyzer, described in Section 2.7. This software suite was the largest of the three, consisting

of 98.3 MB worth of software spread across over 15 files written in Python 3 and Bash. While

the software package can be run at once, it also contains three different sub-modules which can

each be used individually; the Cleaner, the Preliminary Analysis tool, and the Extended Analysis

tool. The separation of these directories increased the modularity of our software tools. Instead

of performing all the required analysis at once, programs incrementally analyze the dataset and

output results into new files. This format allowed easy customization of the software to analyze

differing datasets in the future. The separation of our analysis software from our collection

software also allows for increased customization of our tools. For example, RIAI-Analyzer can be

modified should a new collection system be adopted, or more variables measured.

To keep aligned with Agile methods, our team shared iterations of our code via GitHub to

support collaborative development and reviewal. By separating our software into more manageable

chunks, we were able to more efficiently collaborate to develop new features for our prototypes.

Without the quick turn-around between our many planning, design, development and deployment

stages of our prototypes, we may not have been able to develop the first stable RIAI release

prior to the start of our data collection in April of 2019. The inclusion of Agile methods

worked in conjunction with our other methodological considerations to accelerate and optimize

the development of the custom RIAI software tools.
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3.2 RIAI-tester dataset

The most tangible outcome of the Rigolet Internet Assessment Initiatives pilot phase was the

dataset of telecommunication heuristics and the corresponding analysis of the RIAI-testers. The

data collection period for the RIAI pilot began on 12:05:00 AM on April 9th, 2019, collecting

72 measurements a day from nine different test devices. Based on the projects NGRAC approval

date of July 22nd, the data combined, analyzed, and published in this document will only be

a sample of the RIAI dataset available to the community. The sample dataset spans 130 days,

beginning on July 22nd and ending on November 29th, 2019. The total dataset contained 9,436

data records for the download speed (Mbps), upload speed (Mbps), and RTT (in milliseconds)

of 6 monitoring devices in Rigolet. In consideration of the anonymity of participants, the raw

data stream from each individual monitoring device will also not be available within this report.

However, the summary statistics from each RIAI-tester monitors can be found in Table 3.1. This

table includes statistics such as the maximum, median, mean, standard deviation, and results of a

D’Agostino-Pearson test for the Download speed, Upload speed and RTT measurement from each

RIAI-tester. The MAC address of hardware devices has been replaced with a simple enumerated

identification (ID) number to further obfuscate the identification of participants and increase

device security. A table containing similar summary statistics over each 20 minute measurement

period instead of each device can be found in Appendix 4.1.

Table 3.1 contains some notable statistics, that provide some insight into the intricacies of

the internet within Rigolet. The final row of this table contains summary statistics from the

averaged data stream, not the averaged summary statistics from each stream. For example,

this row indicates that there was a total of 143 measurement periods where all testers recorded

values of either null or zero, which is distinct from the average null value of all testers. This is

the equivalent to 47.67 hours throughout the testing period. Of these null entries, 23.67 hours

were found to be records when all testers were on and measuring download and uploads speeds

of 0 Mbps. The other 24 hours are likely periods when the scripts were unable to run. The

longest outage when scripts could not run was 15.67 hours on August 2nd from 2:45 to 18:25.

This period was confirmed by our community research lead to be a power outage. The longest

period where all testers measured speeds of 0 Mbps was on October 18th from 2:45 to 16:25,

this period was confirmed to be community-wide loss of internet. This date can also be seen in

Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 respectively. In total, the dataset contains null entries for 0.93% of all

measurements. Of this, 0.49% identified a lack of internet due to an inability to properly perform

a measurement, likely due to a power outage, or surge. The other 0.44% can be attributed to

times when the community at large had power but was not able to reach the regional broadband

network.
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Table 3.1: Summary statistics from each RIAI-tester hardware device deployed in Rigolet

Pi ID Start Date Valid Entries Invalid Entries Measure Maximum Mean Median Std Dev

1 2019-07-22 6976 2484
Download Speed (Mbps) 1.65 1.43 1.48 0.18
Upload Speed (Mbps) 0.83 0.60 0.61 0.05
Round Trip Time (ms) 2001.25 99.57 81.56 105.80

2 2019-07-22 8576 956
Download Speed (Mbps) 2.29 1.67 1.79 0.49
Upload Speed (Mbps) 0.73 0.50 0.50 0.12
Round Trip Time (ms) 1800000.00 8299.53 85.12 121107.46

3 2019-07-22 1364 97
Download Speed (Mbps) 1.61 1.22 1.37 0.33
Upload Speed (Mbps) 0.70 0.56 0.58 0.06
Round Trip Time (ms) 2831.06 267.78 87.71 400.79

4 2019-07-22 8961 527
Download Speed (Mbps) 1.66 1.35 1.45 0.3
Upload Speed (Mbps) 0.74 0.53 0.55 0.10
Round Trip Time (ms) 1800000.00 7981.90 78.66 118486.98

5 2019-07-22 8304 1173
Download Speed (Mbps) 1.65 1.31 1.42 0.21
Upload Speed (Mbps) 0.83 0.57 0.6 0.08
Round Trip Time (ms) 1800000.00 8627.45 83.58 123061.58

6 2019-07-22 2927 217
Download Speed (Mbps) 1.65 1.28 1.4 0.33
Upload Speed (Mbps) 0.70 0.57 0.60 0.08
Round Trip Time (ms) 3123.70 180.77 85.95 123061.98

Averaged 2019-07-22 9293 143
Download Speed (Mbps) 1.67 1.38 1.33 0.15
Upload Speed (Mbps) 0.60 0.55 0.56 0.06
Round Trip Time (ms) 8627.00 4242.36 4124.59 4452.63



For each RIAI-testers, the median download and upload speeds are larger than the mean.

This indicates that the data from each test device were skewed to the right. More measurements

existed above the mean value of each device than existed below. This likely indicates that the

majority of the time the speed within any given household was above the mean or ‘average’ value.

The standard deviation for each measurement device also helps to contrast data from differing

measurement devices. Devices with a higher standard deviation likely experience more variation in

their network speeds and/or accessibility. The download speeds from RIAI-tester 2, for example,

have a standard deviation of 0.49, meaning they are more spread out than RIAI-tester 1 with

a standard deviation of 0.18. This is confirmed by the disparity between the mean and median

download speeds of the devices.

In general, the mean value of each test device exists within the relatively close mean download

speed of 1.22 Mbps and 1.43 Mbps with the exception of RIAI-tester #2 which averaged 1.67

Mbps. Notably, each other testing device also shared similar maximum download speeds, ranging

only from 1.61 Mbps to 1.67 Mbps. Again, RIAI-tester 2 has a significantly higher maximum at

2.29 Mbps or 34% faster. This pattern was similar to upload speeds however was the opposite with

Round Trip Time. This is an expected outcome given the known negative correlation between

download or upload speeds and RTT. Preliminary investigations into why this single household

had access to better connectivity were fruitless. The household utilized the same router and

modem as other households and had a similar number of connected devices as other volunteers

on average.

3.2.1 Temporal analyses

In our current amalgamated dataset for the community, four distinct variables were collected for

each measurement period: the download speed, upload speed, RTT and time of measurement.

By utilizing the time of measurement as an independent variable within analyses of each of the

other three variables, we can begin examining how time might affect the values within each

measurement period. Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 show a line graph of each measurement device’s

download speeds, upload speeds and RTT as well as the geometric mean of all measurements for

each day. It is immediately apparent that there is a high correlation between the download speeds

(Mbps), upload speeds (Mpbs) and Round Trip Time (milliseconds) within this measurement,

as each figure displays similar dips and troughs. This is consistent with our understanding of

internet measurements as outlined in Section 1.5. For this reason, asynchronous points in the

figures are particularly notable.
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Figure 3.2: A line graph depicting the respective Download Speeds in Mbps for each
RIAI-tester in Rigolet between July 22nd, 2019 and November 29th, 2019, as well as
their geometric mean

Figure 3.3: A line graph depicting the respective Upload Speeds in Mbps for each
RIAI-tester in Rigolet between July 22nd, 2019 and November 29th, 2019, as well as
their geometric mean
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Figure 3.4: A line graph depicting the respective Round Trip Time in milliseconds for
each RIAI-tester in Rigolet between July 22nd, 2019 and November 29th, 2019, as
well as their geometric mean

Periods when the internet went down within the community can be identified as troughs in

Figures 3.2 and 3.3, or peaks in Figure 3.4. As previously mentioned, the longest period without

connectivity due to outages was on August 2nd, whereas the longest period without connectivity

due to lack of internet in the community was on October 18th. The prior date cannot be seen on

these graphics as the null values did not contribute to the daily average. The latter date, October

18th, however, can be seen as the largest spike in all three figures. Another notable spike occurs

on August 11th, this date was confirmed to be a lightning storm within the community which

caused periodic losses of network connectivity.

Table 3.1 along with Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are the only figures that contain each RIAI-

testers individual data streams, following figures use the averaged data. These graphics help to

provide a glimpse of how each measurements’ data may have affected this average. For example,

RIAI-tester 2 had a higher download speed than the rest of the community yet has a lower upload

speed. Communications with this volunteer were unable to confirm what may have caused these

extremes, as they shared the same router and internet package. However, the measures from this

device are certainly increasing the communities average download and upload speeds.

Other figures which help to display the download speeds, upload speeds, and RTT over time

include the calendar heatmaps as displayed in Figure 3.5. These graphics display the average

download speed (Mbps), upload speed (Mbps), and RTT (milliseconds) of each day on a calendar

as colour gradients. The lowest gradient, white represents the lowest measure, the middle, light
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Figure 3.5: Three calendar heatmaps displaying the average upload speed (Mbps),
download speed (Mbps), and RTT (milliseconds) in Rigolet on dates between July
22nd, 2019 and November 29th, 2019 as a colour gradient between white and dark
blue.

blue signifies the 50th percentile and dark blue is the largest value. The exact values for each

measure can be seen below their respective graphics. The information displayed in these calendar

heatmaps is the same as the data shown in Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. As such, certain trends are

still apparent such as October 18th being the date with the worst network connectivity during

the study.

Periods of time when the community had faster network connectivity are more apparent

in Figure 3.5. Throughout July the community had sporadic days with faster upload speeds

compared to other months, this trend is not shared however by download speeds or RTT. Dates

between August 13th and 21st as well as after November 14th were found to have slightly stronger

download and upload speeds. The configuration of this graphic also helps to see the effects that
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the day of the week may have had on the internet within the community. While the noise within

the data makes it difficult to identify any trends, it appears that within our research period,

Saturday may have had slightly faster download speeds, particularly in the second half of the

collection period.

3.2.1.1 Day of week

Understanding the true effects of the day of the week on the internet measurements within the

community requires leveraging some different figures and analyses. Figures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 are

box-and-whisker plots displaying the respective measurements of download speeds, upload speeds

and RTT in Rigolet over each day of the week. These figures highlight several summary statistics

for the heuristics on each day such as the quartile ranges, median, mean, and outliers. The

blue boxes represent the Interquartile Range (IQR), with the darker box signifying values within

the first (Q1) and second Quartile (Q2), and the lighter blue box signifying values with Q2 and

the third Quartile (Q3). This means that the transition between these two boxes represents the

median value of the measurements for each respective day, and the x displays the mean value.

For these figures, outliers as defined in Section 2.8.2.3 were instead shown as points and not

included within the box or whisker. The lower whisker on each box represents values between

Q0 and Q1 excluding outliers, and the upper whisker on each box represents values between Q3

and Q4 excluding outliers. Each of these figures are automatically centred around the boxes and

whiskers, meaning some outliers are outside of the visible y-axis. Unlike Figures 3.6, and 3.7

which utilize a linear y-axis, Figure 3.8 displays Rigolet’s RTT measurements on a logarithmic

scale from 10 to 10,000.

Figure 3.6: A box-and-whisker graph depicting the measurements of internet Download
Speeds in Mbps in Rigolet on each day of the week.
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Figure 3.7: A box-and-whisker graph depicting the measurements of internet Upload
Speeds in Mbps in Rigolet on each day of the week.

Figure 3.8: A box-and-whisker graph depicting the measurements of internet Round
Trip Time in milliseconds in Rigolet on each day of the week.

An inspection of boxes and their whiskers in Figures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 does not seem to

indicate that the day of the week has any notable effect on the download speeds, upload speeds,

or RTT within Rigolet. Though it appears that the mean value in comparison to the median

appears different on some days. For example, on Fridays, both for download speeds, and upload

speeds, the mean value appears to be closer to the first quartile. This may indicate that there

were more measurements with a lack of connection on Fridays within our research period.

To statistically identify temporal explanatory variables we can refer to the β2 results of our

univariate linear regression analyses as shown in Table 3.2. Values followed by an asterisk represent

values in which the null hypothesis could not be rejected. These categories may have significance

on the download speeds, upload speeds and RTT in the community, though further analysis

would be required to substantiate this claim. Examining the estimated β2 values for download

speeds in the community showed faster speeds on Saturdays, Sundays, and Mondays compared to

Wednesdays. For upload speeds, Saturday had a p-value that could not be rejected, and for RTT

in the community, Fridays were the only day that appeared to have longer package delays. The
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p-values for all other days of the week for these explanatory variables indicated no significance

on our criterion.

Table 3.2: This table shows β2 values from the linear model of each Day of the
Week as explanatory variables of download speeds(Mbps), upload speeds(Mbps), and
Round Trip Time(milliseconds) in Rigolet on Sundays and Wednesdays. Significant β2
(identified with p-values<0.05) are indicated with an asterisk.

Criterion Referent Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat.

DLMean Wed. 0.659* 0.378* 0.314 NA 0.128 0.081 0.530*
ULMean Wed. 0.002 0.001 0.001 NA 1.7e-3 0.002 0.002*
RTTMean Wed. -9.8e+8 -1.1e+9 -1.9e+9 NA -4.2e+8 3.8e+22* -7.8e+8

The volatility of download measurements in the community and the non-linear relationship of

residuals introduced from our zero values may contribute to superfluous relationships or add noise

to the model. For these reasons it is difficult to say with certainty whether these relationships are

realistic; however, it is possible that on days such as Saturdays, Sundays, and Mondays there are

slightly faster download speeds due to either decreased human activity on the network within the

community or increased bandwidth being served to the community from their service provider.

The significance of Fridays, particularly when predicting RTT was also recognizable in Figure 3.8.

There is no doubt that within our dataset, the mean RTT values on Fridays are significantly

higher then on other days. However, the significance of this regression on the real RTT in Rigolet

is reliant on our dataset being a sound sample of the population. What is clear is that our

measurements for Fridays may have an effect on RTT values within our research period.

3.2.1.2 Time of day

Another temporal measurement that may influence the quality of the internet in Rigolet is the

hour of the day. The hour of day analyses paralleled our analyses of the day of week, beginning

with the inspection of box-and-whisker plots as shown in Figures 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11. Unlike

with our day of week plots, these figures seem to indicate that a trend may exist. Given the

negative correlation between RTT and upload or download speeds, this trend can be seen within

all criterion, but are most noticeable within RTT, likely due to the extremity of the maximum

value of 180000 milliseconds in comparison to the minimum value of 0 for upload and download

speeds. It appears that internet speeds in the community are slightly increased from around 5:00

AM to 3:00 PM. Interestingly, the mean RTT values for these periods as shown in Figure 3.11

are also far above the interquartile range. This indicates that there were more points far above

the median RTT value during these times, which skewed the mean further from the median and

other central tendencies.
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Figure 3.9: A box-and-whisker graph depicting the measurements of internet Download
Speeds in Mbps in Rigolet on each hour within a day.

Figure 3.10: A box-and-whisker graph depicting the measurements of internet Upload
Speeds in Mbps in Rigolet on each hour within a day.

Figure 3.11: A box-and-whisker graph depicting the measurements of internet Round
Trip Time in milliseconds in Rigolet on each hour within a day.

Table 3.3 displays the β2 of our univariate regressions using the hours of the day as explanatory

of the mean download speeds, upload speeds, and RTT in the community with 24:00 as the

referent. For download speeds, it appears that from around 5:00-7:00, 10:00-14:00, and 22:00-

23:00 download speeds are statistically faster relative to midnight. This seems to indicate that
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the download speeds may fluctuate at a general frequency throughout a day. For upload speeds,

we were unable to reject 10:00-14:00 as being significant, with our data indicating that these

times may be related to faster speeds. For Round Trip Times, no trends were found to be

significant, this may be due to the larger effect from extreme values that skewed the linear

model. Recognizing the loose correlation between upload and download speeds, we can attempt

to find trends between all of these figures. The period between 10:00-14:00 is the only period in

which a significant relationship to upload and download speeds cannot be rejected. It is possible

that within this time period the internet in the community is more likely to be faster than other

hours. These values support our observations of Figures 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11 that speeds tend to

be slightly faster around midday.

These results could indicate that fewer people are using the local network during these hours,

possibly due to school, work, or daily activities, though it could be more nuanced. If you summed

all the service packages sold in the community, it theoretically should be equal to or less than the

maximum bandwidth capacity of the community. That the bandwidth decreases during periods

of increased human activity may provide evidence that the local Internet Service Provider is

selling more packages than they can support at a given time. In this case, additional packages

purchased by community members could reduce the bandwidth available to others. Further

research, data collection, analysis, and modelling are required to understand the true implications

of these temporal explanatory variables, but what it is clear that time of day and week cannot be

disregarded as correlated to internet quality.
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Table 3.3: This table shows β2 values from the linear model of each hour of the day as explanatory variables of the
mean download speeds (Mbps), upload speeds (Mbps), and Round Trip Time (milliseconds) in Rigolet at 6:00, 12:00,
18:00, and 24:00 respectively. Significant β2 (identified with p-values<0.05) are indicated with an asterisk.

Reference 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00

DLMean 24:00 0.37 0.02 -0.02 0.06 0.64* 0.65* 0.74* 0.05 0.04 0.65* 1.51* 1.58*
ULMean 24:00 6e-4 -2e-4 2e-3 5e-4 7e-5 1e-3 3e-3 2e-3 2e-3 4e-3* 6e-3* 7e-3*
RTTMean 24:00 2e+7 -4e+8 6e+10 2e+22 5e+24 1e+22 1e+22 1e+22 1e+22 1e+22 1e+22 1e+22

Reference 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00 24:00

DLMean 24:00 1.30* 1.09* 0.12 -0.03 0.22 -0.08 -0.18 0.29 0.59 0.39* 0.64* NA
ULMean 24:00 4e-3* -2e-3* -6e-5 -3e-3 2e-3 -3e-3 -2e-3 -1e-3 -1e-3 9e-5 -7e-4 NA
RTTMean 24:00 1e+22 1e+22 1e+22 5e+16 1e+8 2e+9 3e+8 -2e+8 -3e+8 6e+8 -7e+8 NA



3.2.2 Environmental analyses

As previously discussed, the final step of our analyses was to identify potential environmental

explanatory variables of download speeds, upload speeds, and RTT in Rigolet. As our data

collection did not involve environmental variables, we amalgamated datasets from two close

communities made available from the Government of Canada’s Climate Dataset. Each record

within the dataset contained a timestamp with three variables that had sufficient data to test

against, namely; Temperature (°C), Humidity (%), and Wind Speed (km/h). The summary

statistics from these measures can be seen in Table 3.4. During our research period, temperatures

spanned from -11.00 C to 25.75 C with a mean value of 5.97 C. Unfortunately the research did

not span over the winter months in Rigolet, where colder temperatures could have been analyzed.

Humidity, measured as a percentage value was understandably high given the community’s

proximity to the ocean, with a mean value of 81.88%. Finally, wind speeds had an average

value of 16.26 km/h with a maximum of 23 km/h during our research period.

Table 3.4: Summary statistics from each environmental variable from the amalgamated
Cartwright and Makkovik Government of Canada Climate Datasets.

Minimum Mean Median Maximum Std Dev

Estimated Temperature (°C) -11.00 5.97 6.20 25.75 2.84
Estimated Humidity (%) 23.00 81.88 85.00 99.00 19.12
Estimated Wind Speed (km/h) 0.00 16.26 16.00 23.00 8.46

To get a better grasp of our new data, we utilized our calendar heatmap templates to generate

visualizations for each variable as shown in Figure 3.12. From these figures, we can start to identify

some trends. Given the natural origin of these data, sporadic values are to be expected between

days. Temperatures, as expected increase around the summer months of July and August.

Similarly, humidity, seems to higher around July and August, with a slight negative correlation

with temperatures. Wind speeds appear to be mostly noise, making it difficult to identify trends.

Comparing these to Figure 3.5 shows few visual trends between these environmental variables

and the RIAI dataset.
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Figure 3.12: Three calendar heatmaps displaying the estimate average Temperature
(°C), Humidity (%), and Wind Speed (km/h) in Rigolet on dates between July 22nd,
2019 and November 29th, 2019 as a colour gradient between white and dark blue.
Estimates were produced using the average for measurements retrieved from the
communities of Makkovik and Cartwright.
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To identify the statistical significance of these environmental variables as explanatory of

download speeds, upload speeds, and RTT in Rigolet we can refer to the significant β2 values

shown in Table 3.5. As it turns out, we cannot rule out the statistical significance of any of

these environmental variables as predictors of at least one measure of the internet in Rigolet.

For download speeds, both temperature and humidity had p-values that showed potential for a

positive association. Higher temperatures also may be positively associated with higher upload

speeds, whereas higher humidity and wind speeds may be negative. Interestingly these two trends

are contradictory, given the known correlation between upload and download speeds. This may

indicate that these values are superfluous; however, more data is needed before we can reasonably

reject the null hypothesis or build a predictive model. Finally, for Round Trip Times in Rigolet,

all variables were able to be rejected for significance.

Table 3.5: β2 values from the linear model of each environmental variable as
explanatory variables of the mean download speeds(Mbps), upload speeds(Mbps), and
Round Trip Time(milliseconds) in Rigolet. Significant β2 (identified via p-values) are
indicated with an asterisk.

Temperature Humidity Wind Speed

DLMean 0.0135* -0.0088* -0.0055
ULMean 3.36e-4* -2.98e-5* -1.4e-4*
RTTMean -6.66e+20 -1.403e+20 2.06e+20

These results statistically support previously explored research as well as the community’s

recommendation that the environmental conditions have an effect on internet speeds and

availability, though we are unable to make this claim with certainty. While the internet may serve

virtual content, it is reliant on the physical interconnect-network backbone. These signals, wires,

and junctions are not isolated from the elements, and while temperature has a negligible effect on

the flow of electrons, it does affect the mediums that those electrical signals travel through. This

is particularly true in last mile networks where data packets have longer distances to be affected by

the environment and infrastructure maintenance is more costly. Though, these network changes

might be better explained by the ways in which community members use their local network

within different weather conditions. Continued analysis of environmental explanatory variables on

internet speeds in Rigolet could leverage predictive models to identify the existence of physical

choke points, or cost-effective methods of increasing speeds or access.
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4 Conclusions

Bridging the Digital Divide is a significant task, and the foundation begins with a stronger

understanding of internet inequity from all vantage points. The Rigolet Internet Assessment

Initiative aimed at building a proof of concept for a remote community-based internet

measurement system. This included expanding upon available datasets, identifying explanatory

variables of internet speeds, and exploring the tailoring of data transmission measurement tools

and methods to the remote, Inuit community of Rigolet.

The RIAI pilot aimed to collect a dataset to expand upon publicly available internet

accessibility datasets in the region. Before commencing our pilot collection period in 2019, there

were no available internet speed measurements for Rigolet. Since the completion of this pilot

in 2020, two new measurements have been added to the CIRA Internet Speed Map (Canadian

Internet Registration Authority, 2019). These measurements both showed 1.35 Mbps download

speeds and 0.44 Mbps upload speeds; however, no other metadata were available including the

time of analysis or device the measurement was run on. Alternatively, the company Speedtest,

which utilizes the same measurement tools which was leveraged throughout this research, released

a national report for the second and third quarters of 2019. Within this report, the national

average download speed was listed as 112.86 Mbps, where Newfoundland and Labrador was the

fastest province at 129.24 Mbps. No mention, however, was made to the distribution of speeds

other than provincially or territorially (Speedtest, 2019). Through this research, Rigolet was

able to contribute 9,436 new data points publicly and over 17,000 privately on download speeds,

upload speeds and RTT in their community which supported the assertion that internet quality is

poor at approximately 1.38 Mbps download, and 0.55 Mbps upload. According to these values,

to download the equivalent content as the average Canadian in a single month, it would take an

individual in Rigolet approximately 80.8 months.

In addition to our primary goal of building a dataset, we also intended on performing some

preliminary analyses on the data to begin identifying predictive variables. With our larger dataset

we were able to produce summary statistics other than simple mean speeds; including other central

measures, internet stability, and distribution. Through this research, anterior data was successfully

collected to test against within the community and identified some potential environmental and

temporal predictive variables of internet quality. Neither temperature, humidity, or wind speed

can be disregarded as explanatory of internet speeds. These data also suggest that specific

periods of the day such as from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM may be correlated with increased speeds
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when compared to 12:00 AM. Similarly, the internet appeared to be slightly faster on Saturdays,

Sundays, and Mondays when compared to Wednesdays.

Finally, we wanted to explore the tailoring of existing data transmission measurement tools

and methodologies to a remote, community-based research setting. We settled upon a mixed-

method strategy to integrate the strong considerations made by all stakeholders within our design

stage, which included considerations related to Agile software design, participatory methodologies,

and Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami research guidelines. We integrated these strategies to produce a

collaborative workflow that ultimately resulted in a customized and modular software suite for

performing measurements in the community. We were able to work through prototypes to quickly

identify tools that worked poorly in our research setting and create a stable release version which

can be easily expanded up in the future. While these methods and tools should not be considered

explicit instructions for deploying an internet assessment initiative elsewhere, the research explores

meaningful considerations and lessons which could guide future initiatives in other communities.

4.1 Continued Work

The research within this thesis presents only the design, development, and dissemination of

the pilot stage of the Rigolet Internet Assessment Initiative. However, there are a number of

opportunities to expand upon the work we have done so far and further explore considerations

derived from our pilot phase. With sufficient interest and resources, future continuations of

this research might include: further analysis of the dataset, expansion of our sample size within

Rigolet, optimization of the RIAI software and hardware, translation of our assessment initiative

to other communities, and utilization of our learned knowledge to increase internet accessibility.

For the data analysis portion of our research, we identified potential explanatory variables

using univariate linear regression; however, we did not use these results to start building predictive

models or to better understand the true effects of the variables. Future analysis may leverage non-

linear or multivariate regression analyses with the addition of pair-wise and interactive variables

to model the internet accessibility within the community. Coupling these analyses with increased

data collection efforts in Rigolet could bring us much closer to understanding the true causes of

internet variability. Increased data collection could include a higher frequency of measurements,

but more valuable would be the addition of data from more households within the community.

We also chose to define the Digital Divide as simply access to varying bandwidth speeds for this

research; however, other measures such as bandwidth cost, number of available Internet Service

Providers, or transmission throttling could also be considered.
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Another opportunity for continuing work on the RIAI would be to optimize the software suite

and hardware components. In terms of hardware, we were able to achieve relative stability;

however, the network limit of the Raspberry Pi device would not be suitable for speeds greater

than 50 Mbps. For more accurate and modular studies, a device with a stronger networking

card could be considered. The inclusion of a server within the community could also drastically

reduce the bandwidth required to run the study. Some of our hardware devices were affected

by power surges within the community, the inclusion of a surge protector in the RIAI-tester kits

may reduce this risk. The addition of a case within the kit could also protect the devices from

their surroundings, and utilizing a hard or soft disk drive instead of a Secure Digital (SD) card

would reduce the chances of storage corruption on the devices. More significant, however, are the

opportunities for expanding the RIAI software suite. Currently only 4 variables were measured:

download speeds, upload speeds, round trip time, and a measurement timestamp. There are a

number of other heuristics that were explored in our literary review such as IPv6 support, jitter

and latency that could also be explored. We also can explore different configurations of our

measurements to reduce known gaps in internet accessibility datasets such as: changing test

server locations, test passivity or testing hardware. Perhaps the most valuable evolution of the

RIAI would be the inclusion of other data transmission measurement tools. For the consideration

of time, we used Speedtest-CLI testing against an on-net server. By including results from tools

such as the open-source Iperf tool or most promisingly M-Lab’s Network Diagnostic Tool. The

results from these tests would increase the interoperability of our data, allowing easier comparisons

against popular datasets such as those used to inform the allocation of resources to communities’

infrastructure maintenance or deployment.

Another evolution of this research is the translation of the RIAI system and methodologies to

other communities. The systems were built with modularity and configuration in mind, making

it relatively easy to reuse the tools in a new community against different servers and datasets.

The methodological considerations used in this research were vital, and could be leveraged in

other remote, Inuit communities. While the system was built with a single community in mind,

other communities within the same regional internet backbone could utilize the same servers,

reducing the overhead required to add more communities. This secondary level of data would

allow for an increased understanding of inter-community data transmissions within regions such

as Nunatsiavut.

Finally, the results of this research could be utilized to inform strategies for increasing internet

accessibility within Rigolet. With more evidence supporting the dismal internet speeds in Rigolet

relative to other Canadian communities, this dataset could be used to increase public awareness

in the region. Ultimately, this could help support a collective push towards regulation changes
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and increased resource allocation for telecommunications networks. Increased analysis of the

temporal explanatory variables of internet speeds may reveal that the community is not receiving

the full bandwidth for each of their internet packages at all times from their Internet Service

Provider, which could support a renegotiation of internet prices. The identification of explanatory

variables may support the development of other forms of data transmission networks. For example,

the introduction of wireless networking technologies may reduce the impacts of environmental

influences on physical network junctions. An analysis of spatial indicators may uncover choke

points in the communities network infrastructure that need maintenance, or locations where

network decentralization should be further explored.

The Rigolet Internet Assessment Initiative pilot program does not present itself as a

vehicle across the Digital Divide, but a step towards its closure. Only through increasing our

understanding of data transmission speeds, access, and distribution from both a macro and micro

level can we implement informed strategies for equitability. As such, initiatives such as RIAI are

necessary catalysts in the move for equitable and accessible internet. I hope that the results

and reflections from this research will encourage other Inuit, community-led internet assessment

initiatives, and ultimately support bridging the Digital Divide.
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APPENDIX A: RESEARCH APPROVAL

Research approval for conducting this research in Rigolet was granted by the Nunatsiavut

Government Research Advisory Committee (NGRAC) with three conditions as outlined in the

application and approval letter linked below. Research approval was also granted by the University

of Guelphs Research Ethics Board (Reference : 16-12-507) and the Newfoundland and Labrador

Health Research Ethics Board (Reference : 2016.233).
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Dan Gillis NGRAC-20354695 
School of Computer Science, University of Guelph - 50 Stone Rd E 
Guelph, ON N1G 2W1 
Canada 
 
July 22, 2019 
 
Re: Quantifying the current state of telecommunications networks and devices in Rigolet, Nunatsiavut 
 
Dear Dan, 
 
Please accept this letter as confirmation of the Nunatsiavut Government Research Advisory Committee’s 
(NGRAC) approval of the above research as outlined in your application, subject to the following conditions:  

 
1. The Committee noted that your project will be of interest to the Nunatsiavut Government IT 

Department and has wider coastal applicability beyond the case focus of Rigolet. The Committee 
recommends you reach out to Robert Ford, IT Specialist (robert.ford@nunatsiavut.com) and Janice 
Vardy, SharePoint Administrator (janice.vardy@nunatsiavut.com). Both are aware of the project and 
interested in discussing more with you. 
 

2. Traditional Knowledge is an important issue for the NG and beneficiaries to the Agreement. Therefore, 
please provide copies of all research data as specified in your research application. 
 

3. Please provide copies of any reports, journal articles, papers, posters or other publications related to 
this project to Carla Pamak, the Nunatsiavut Inuit Research Advisor, upon completion of your work.  A 
plain language summary detailing the work, translated into Labrador Inuttitut, should also be provided.  

 
Please note that any changes to your proposal must be reviewed by the NGRAC before they are implemented. 
This approval is valid for one year from today. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Paul McCarney 
Research Manager 
Nunatsiavut Government 
(709) 922-2942 ext. 249 
paul.mccarney@nunatsiavut.com 
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Description 
The internet was once a niche technology reserved solely for military, academics, and 

research elites. Today it has become a general-purpose technology, without which, 

many aspects of modern society could not function [1]. Digital systems which are often 

reliant on the Internet and other Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), 

are significant catalysts in the accelerated innovation, healthcare, and economic and 

cultural development of a given community [2,3,4]. With this in mind, it’s no surprise that 

84% of Canadians believe that access to high-speed internet is of importance to their 

livelihoods, and that the Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commis-

sion (CRTC) declared access to broadband internet of 50 Mbps (Megabits per second) 

download speed and 10 Mbps upload speed a fundamental human right. The CRTC has 

even publicly asserted that connecting communities via the Internet can provide many 

opportunities, particularly for more remote communities [5]. Despite these claims, ac-

cess to stable broadband internet is still variable for Canadian citizens, with approxi-

mately 14% without any access [6]. This disparity between individuals with ready access 

to computers and telecommunication networks and those without is known as The Digi-

tal Divide. Unfortunately, there is a lack of publicly available data on the distribution of 

the divide, to say with certainty which regions, communities, and households are affect-

ed [6]. However, it’s clear that remote, Northern communities are largely affected due to 

sporadic internet connections, increased difficulty in erecting infrastructures, and scarce 

incentives and competition for Internet Service Providers [7].  

 The remote community of Rigolet, Nunatsiavut, is one of many Inuit communities 

where residents are subject to inconsistent and slow internet connectivity. The purpose 

of our research is to collect and analyze data which will evaluate the quality of telecom-

munications in Rigolet, and which might inform the development of alternative 

telecommunication networks in the community. We intend on collecting the following 

data within Rigolet; the cost and bandwidth speeds of currently available internet pack-



ages (based on advertised packages from their local ISP), a longitudinal sample of in-

ternet speeds over time in various buildings, a sample of the density and distribution of 

Bluetooth devices in discovery mode and WiFi hotspots, and a sample of environmental 

variables over time. These data will allow us to build a model of the current state of 

telecommunications networks in Rigolet, which will help to better understand the caus-

es of poor internet within the community, and to affirm the potential for cost-effective 

and novel methods of reducing the effects of the Divide. Ultimately, this research will 

collect data to answer the following questions;  

1. What is the mean and variance of bandwidth available to community members 

and how does it compare to advertised rates? 

2. Does bandwidth vary based on time of day, week, or year? 

3. Does bandwidth vary based on environmental variables, including; weather, pre-

cipitation types, precipitation level, temperature, humidity, wind speed, wind di-

rection as well as their interactions? 

4. Does bandwidth and signal vary by location? 

  

 Potential future applications of these data include developing strategies for in-

creasing internet, such as; identifying regions of the communities infrastructure that re-

quire upgrades or maintenance, exploring the potential benefits of using a local server 

to reduce redundant data transfers, examining the potential for restructuring how the 

community buys internet from their ISP, and the introduction of a Mobile Ad-Hoc Mesh 

Network (MANET) for free, local telecommunication.  
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Activities/Methodologies 
To accomplish our research goals, we must collect, amalgamate and clean the datasets 

prior to performing analyses and building our model.  

Research Question 1 & 2: To answer research questions 1 and 2, the cost of advertised 

internet packages within Rigolet will be collected through personal communications 

with the regional Internet Service Provider (ISP). A longitudinal sample of internet 

speeds over time will be collected through the use of Raspberry Pis - portable and pro-

grammable microcomputers. Each Pi will be loaded with secure and customized scripts, 

that when connected to an Internet-connected modem, use BASH, PHP and the stan-

dardized Iperf network performance measurement tool to collect Download Speeds 

(DL) measured in megabits per second (Mbps), Upload Speeds (UL) measured in 

megabits per second (Mbps) and Round Trip Delay Time (RTT) measured in milliseconds 

as well as the respective Unix Timestamp for each measurement. The Pis will record the 

results of its network performance test every 20 minutes starting at midnight each day. 

Data and the establishments respective IP addresses will be stored and uploaded to a 

secure server based in the University of Guelph once a day during times when internet 

usage is low (typically midnight), as to not reduce the bandwidth availability in the 

community. The data will be transferred as an encrypted text file, typically no larger than 

5 KB. At least ten preconfigured Pis will be deployed in the community in both residen-

tial and non-residential locations. Residential locations will be recruited during a com-

munity open house and in consultation with our community research lead, with each 

participating household receiving an honorarium ($50 gift certificate from the Northern 

Store). Setup for each Pi will involve simply plugging the device into a modem or router 

via Cat5 cable, and to a standard household receptacle with a Micro-USB cable. All ma-

terials (including installation instructions) will be provided to the community research 



lead. It should be noted that these devices will not be able to see the contents of net-

work traffic or packets in the households they are monitoring. 

Research Question 3: Time and Environmental Data will be retrieved through the Gov-

ernment of Canada’s publicly-available historical weather station data (http://cli-

mate.weather.gc.ca/historical_data/search_historic_data_e.html). Results from 

Cartwright, Happy-Valley Goose Bay, and Makkovik will each be used as they are the 

closest weather stations to Rigolet in each cardinal direction. Data retrieved will include 

time, humidity (%), pressure (kPa), precipitation type, precipitation level (cm), tempera-

ture (°C), wind speed (km/h), and wind direction (10s of degrees).  

Research Question 4: A sample of the location of discoverable Bluetooth devices and 

WiFi hotspots as well as their signal strengths will be collected through the use of a cus-

tom built Android application. When running, the application measures and logs the 

existence, location and signal strength of nearby discoverable bluetooth devices and 

WiFi hotspots. Members of our research team will systematically walk through each 

street in the community with Android smartphones and log the results.  

 These data will then be amalgamated and co-analyzed with our community re-

search lead to form a model of the current status of Internet in Rigolet. The results will 

accurately report the mean and variance of download and upload speeds in the com-

munity and how it compares to advertised rates and other regions. Statistical analyses 

such as time series analysis and multi-linear regression modelling will help identify the 

relationship between external variables on Internet speeds within the community. This 

model could also help to identify locations in the current infrastructure that may need 

maintenance or upgrades. We will then build a model of the community if it leveraged 

various telecommunication tools and configurations such as; a local server, local routers 

and repeaters, and a community-wide mesh network. The results of these models and 



comparisons will then be synthesized to outline potential opportunities for telecommu-

nication improvements. 

Involving Inuit Knowledge 
Inuit Knowledge has and always be the guiding force for our research, and is an invalu-

able tool to make sure that we are consistently measuring data that produces research 

that directly benefits the community of Rigolet. Communication with our community re-

search lead, the Rigolet Inuit Community Government, and the Nunatsiavut Govern-

ment will be consistently utilized to better tailor our research process and methods to 

the needs of the community. Each decision that affects our research will be discussed 

with all participating parties, to make sure the data and research are being collected, 

cleaned, stored, processed, analyzed and disseminated appropriately. We are more 

than willing to adapt our research methodologies and collected variables to those that 

better integrate with the already substantial body of Inuit Knowledge. Specific research 

decisions such as which environmental variables will be considered and where network 

monitoring Pis will be located, will be based on the recommendations of our Inuit and 

community-based research lead. Inuit Knowledge will also be the primary consideration 

in deciding how to utilize the data and research after the results have been disseminat-

ed. 

Plans for Training and Hiring Individuals 

Community Research Lead & System Administrator of Network Monitors 

 Feb 1, 2019 - Feb 1, 2024 

Our research project has a need for consistent collaboration with a paid community-

based research lead, for both research guidance and administration of the network 



monitors (Raspberry Pis) within the community. Members of our team will provide all the 

necessary hardware and software required for data collection and will work with this in-

dividual to setup each monitor in their respective locations. This individual will be pro-

vided full access to our credentials, data and servers, and trained on basic maintenance 

and monitoring of the system. If a problem occurs with one of our network monitors or 

needs updating, we will be able to work remotely with this individual to get the system 

fixed or updated at their earliest convenience. This position also allows us to have an 

individual within the community with a full and complete understanding of the research, 

software and hardware, allowing them to answer questions from community members 

as necessary.  

Potential benefits of this project for the Nunatsiavut region 

and the communities of Nunatsiavut? 
On top of the opportunity to train, educate or employ Nunatsiavut beneficiaries, this 

research has a number of potential benefits to the communities and individuals of 

Nunatsiavut, both through the results of the research and the research process itself.  

Given that our research is a part of a larger project that revolves around community-led 

design, outreach and education are a significant part of our research goals. Our team 

plans on continuing community outreach through the use of open-houses, consultations 

and classes, where we cover a variety of tech-based topics such as: using computers, 

basic programming, data security, the Digital Divide and mesh networks. Given that a 

portion of the Digital Divide is attributed to digital literacy and the availability of tech-

based education, we consistently strive to share our research with whoever is interested.  

 More significant however, are the potential benefits that the results of this re-

search could have on the region. In the worst-case scenario, the results of our research 

fail to identify means of increasing internet capacity in the community and the data can 



still be used as a foundation for future research, and planning. In the best-case scenario, 

our research is able to identify a number of ways of improving Internet such as; locating 

specific and cost-effective areas of the infrastructure that need upgrading or mainte-

nance, introducing a community server to reduce the transmission of redundant data, 

introducing a mesh network to allow for local communication and data-transmission 

without the use of internet, determining a means of reconfiguring the network such as 

buying bandwidth in bulk and distributing it as a community, and finally providing evi-

dence of an inequity that can be used to lobby for better infrastructure. 

Data Use and Ownership: Identify the ownership, access to, 

and other potential uses of the data. Please include, where 
applicable, the storage and maintenance details for data as 

per your institutional research requirements 
To ensure Inuit access, ownership, and control over all data collected within our research 

project, all data collected as part of this project will be owned by the Rigolet Inuit 

Community Government (RICG). All the data collected from the network monitors and 

device-mapping application will be stored and maintained within a server based in the 

University of Guelph or at another agreed-upon location, until a secure server is able to 

be deployed in Rigolet or elsewhere in Inuit Nunangat. Access to this server will be 

made available to our research leads, and to individuals identified by the Rigolet Inuit 

Community Government . The server will be active for the entire duration of the re-

search project, at which point the server will be retired, the data recorded and given to 

the RICG. The anonymized results of this data will be used by the research team for the 

purpose of academic publications and student theses. All academic publications will be 

co-authored by the community research lead, and the RICG. Once the data has been 



collected we will work with the RICG to determine how our information should be uti-

lized and shared to maximize benefits and minimize harm. No data or results of any kind 

will be published or disseminated without explicit consent from the RICG and the com-

munity-based research lead. 

How will the results be communicated and shared with the in-

dividual participants, communities, and Nunatsiavut Govern-
ment? 
 Our team will continue to share general information with individual participants 

through quarterly reports, and with Rigolet through holding Open Houses. The results 

of the data however, will be shared through a variety of other means. Each participant 

that volunteers to host a Network Monitoring Pi in their home or business will have full 

access to the device, and the data which it collects. Upon completion of the data collec-

tion, all raw data will be shared with the Rigolet Inuit Community Government (RICG) 

and (if they so choose) with the Nunatsiavut Government. At this point, or if we wish to 

disseminate any valuable findings earlier, we will work closely with the RICG to identify 

best practices for releasing some of this data publicly, either through publications, re-

ports or presentations.  

Deliverables: List all deliverables for this project and the ap-
proximate dates that these deliverables will be met. 
Raspberry Pis initialized - January 2019 

Begin logging and amalgamating publicly available environmental data - January 2019 

Raspberry Pis deployed into Rigolet and begin monitoring - March 2019 



Bluetooth Capable Device and WiFi hotspot logging - March 2019 

Collect information from local ISP through personal communication - March 2019 

Begin sampling the density and distribution of Bluetooth devices in discovery mode 

and WiFi hotspots - March 2019 

Preliminary network modelling and analysis – July 2019 

Preliminary proposal of methods to increase internet capacity – August 2019 

Release Academic Publication – October 2019 

Continue monitoring and maintenance… 

Explore potential methods of increasing internet capacity while continuing monitoring - 

January 2020 

Release final data report and publication - February 2024 

Funding: Please provide specific details of research project 

funds, including all funding agencies, amount of funding and 
whether these funds are pending or approved 
This research is supported by a funded five-year $2.13 million Mitacs research program 

investigating mobile mesh networks to bridge the digital divide in Canada. The pro-

gram is led by Dr. Daniel Gillis, Associate Professor in the School of Computer Science 

at the University of Guelph, and Dr. Jason Ernst, CTO of Left in Maple Ridge, British Co-

lumbia. The funds have been designated to support developing, testing, and delivery of 

a mobile mesh network in remote communities of the Circumpolar North. Funds will 

support the training of 4 Postdoctoral fellows, 16 PhD students, and 10 undergraduate 

research assistants. Funding is also provided to support a community research lead, 

honorariums, equipment, travel, and dissemination of results. The Mitacs research grant 

is sponsored by Left, a Canadian startup located in Maple Ridge, British Columbia who 

are experts in mobile mesh technologies. 



Have you contacted any community, Inuit Community Gov-

ernment or Nunatsiavut Government member regarding this 
research project? 

Michele Wood,  
Researcher/Evaluator 
Nunatsiavut Government 
Department of Health & Social Development 
Date Contacted: July 2018 

Michelle Kinney,  
Deputy Minister 
Nunatsiavut Government 
Date Contacted: July 2018 

Inez Shiwak,  
Director 
My Word: Storytelling and Digital Media Lab - Rigolet 
Date Contacted: November 2018 

Charlie Flowers,  
Rigolet 
Date Contacted: November 2018



APPENDIX B: RIAI SOFTWARE SUITE

The RIAI Software Suite contains four separate repositories; RIAI-tester, RIAI-disseminator,

RIAI-analyzer, and scripts and queries. These four each contain several Bash, Python, R

scripts, and SQL queries for collecting, cleaning, disseminating and analyzing our dataset. The

scripts and queries directory contains small scripts for additional data collection including the

use of a Bash script for downloading weather data from the Government of Canada’s Climate

Dataset, and a SQL query for the retrieval of MLAB data.

• RIAI-tester - https://github.com/Durishn/RIAI-Software-Suite/tree/master/

RIAI-tester/

• RIAI-disseminator - https://github.com/Durishn/RIAI-Software-Suite/tree/

master/RIAI-disseminator/

• RIAI-analyzer - https://github.com/Durishn/RIAI-Software-

Suite/tree/master/RIAI-analyzer/

• scripts and queries - https://github.com/Durishn/RIAI-Software-Suite/tree/

master/scripts_and_queries/
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APPENDIX C: RIAI DATASET

For the safety and anonymity of RIAI research participants and Rigolet community members, the

raw dataset from our research will not be published here. Instead we have linked a copy of the

amalgamated dataset, which includes the averaged upload speeds, download speeds, and round

trip times in the community throughout our research period as well as the environmental data

that was used.

https://github.com/Durishn/RIAI-Software-

Suite/blob/master/RIAI_Public_Data.csv
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